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ABSTRACT 
Sarah Muktiati. 2020. Volunteer Translator: Technique, Quality and Character 
Education on the Children‟s Book “My Very First Winnie the Pooh Series‟: „Safe 
at Home With Pooh”. Thesis.English Language Education Cultures and 
Languages Faculty.IAIN Surakarta. 
Advisor :  Lilik Istiqomah, M.Hum., M.Pd 
Keywords : Volunteer Translator, Translation Technique, Translation Quality, 
Character Education, Winnie The Pooh 
 
 The purposes of this study are to analyze: (1) the translation techniques, 
(2) translation quality, (3) character education in the translation of children‟s book 
Safe at Home With Pooh by A. A Milne. The objectives of the study are to explain 
the techniques and quality used by the volunteer translator in translating Safe at 
Home With Poohand character education that occurs in this children‟s book. The 
research is classified into descriptive qualitative research and content analysis as a 
method. 
 The result of the study showed that there were: (1) 8 techniques found in 
the total 95 data, (2) the quality scores of data, (3) 10 characters education that 
found in the total 95 data. The 8 techniques were (1) amplification occurs 2 times 
and represents 2.1%, (2) borrowing occurs 1 times and represent 1.1%, (3) 
generalization occurs 4 times and represent 4.2%, (4) literal translation occurs 58 
times and represent 61%, (5) modulation occurs 7 times and represent 7.4%, (6) 
reduction occurs 18 times and represent 19%, (7) transposition occurs 2 times and 
represent 2.1%, (8) variation occurs 3 times and represent 3.1%.The quality scores 
of accuracy were 88.4% accurate, 10.5% less accurate, and 1.1% inaccurate, the 
quality scores of acceptable data were 91.5% acceptable, 7.4% less acceptable, 
and 1.1% unacceptable, the quality scores of readable data were 94.7% readable, 
4.2% less readable, and 1.1% unreadable. 10 character education that found in the 
total 95 data, they were, (a) Appreciating  the achievement 9.5%,  (b) honest 
11.6%, (c) friendly and communicative 18.9%, (d) discipline 16.8%, (e) hard 
work 4.2%, (f) creative 1.1%, (g) independence 2.1%, (h) democratic 2.1%, (i) 
responsible 4.2%,(j) curiosity 29.4%. 
On the basis of the results of this research, it can be concluded that the 
volunteer translator used 8 translation techniques to translate this book. 
Additionally, this book also has a good quality of translation because the amount 
of acceptable, accurate and readable sentences are higher that the unacceptable, 
inaccurate and unreadable sentences. Furthermore, this book has a good lesson to 
childrenthat is proven by the findings of 10 character education that occurs in this 
book. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In this chapter, the researcher explains about the background of the study, 
the identification of the study, the limitation of the study, the problem statements, 
the objectives of the study, the benefit of the study, and the definition of key 
terms. 
A. Background of the Study 
Translation is seen as a process of transferring the same meaning or 
message as meant by the original author in the source language (SL) into the 
target language (TL). Newmark (1981:7) defines translation as a craft consisting 
in the attempt to replace a written message and/or statement in one language by 
the same message and/or statement in another language. Since the goal of 
translation is transferring meaning, the use of acceptable and readable expressions 
of the Target Text (TT) would be the most important consideration. Nowadays, a 
lot of literary works are published in foreign languages especially in English, 
which cannot be understood easily by the readers who do not use the language as 
their mother tongue. It makes literary translation important, because it allows 
literature to be enjoyed by more people worldwide, including Indonesia. 
Talking about the importance of translation, it can not be separated from 
the role of translator. Translator are the people who do translation as their job and 
have translation competence, it mean that they work as “a communication bridge” 
who overcome the language barriers and make the communication across nations 
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possible. In doing their job, translator is not only simply a bilingual but must have 
rich vocabulary, culture and vision. Therefore it has an effects on his/her work. 
Enani (1994:5) defines the translator as a writer who formulates ideas in words 
addressed to readers. The only difference between him and the original writer is 
that these ideas are the latter's. According to Chesterman (2000: 77), there are five 
stages of translator such as, the novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient 
and the expert. Novice translator as a first stage can be considered as a volunteer 
translator. 
As we know that children should has more attention about the kind of 
book that suitable with their age and has the proper language. Wohlgemuth (1998) 
says that books have an important role in influencing and manipulating child 
development. As Cummins (1996) says that various cognitive and academic skills, 
including literacy, can be transferred from one language to another, and that this 
transfer of skills is most successful when children have a sound foundation in 
their first language. They also suggest that the presence of books in languages 
other than English has advantages for all students: such books enhance the status 
of bilingual children at the same time as helping to increase their monolingual 
peers‟ „knowledge about language‟. Greene (2010) explains that children need 
literature to internalize knowledge about situations, for instance, how we treat 
others and how we feel when others treat us. A situation in a story becomes a part 
of the child‟s social imagination as s/he thinks of the character and its choices. 
Children begin to think about the characters‟ situations as real-life situations and 
empathize with the characters. 
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As expressed by Sudirman (2014:169) that accuracy and clarity of 
translation equivalence become a central issue to convey the messages from the 
source text to the target text. Meanwhile, Nerudova (2012:8) says that translation 
has always been connected with the notion of quality and it becomes another 
challenge. The challenge for translator itself is not only about transferring the 
meaning from source text (ST) to target text (TT). Much consideration should be 
taken to obtain a translation with a certain quality. Cowie (1997:3) says that 
quality is related to the extent of accuracy, readability and acceptability. However, 
to be a good translator is not easy. According to Nida (1964), a translator not only 
have to know the meanings, techniques and procedures but also the culture itself. 
There isn‟t true or false in translation but the translation has to be appropriate. 
The following examples describe the translation technique that occurs in 
this book: 
Example 1: 
ST: Bang, bang, bang. 
TT: Bang, bang, bang. 
 
 The example above is a kind of translation technique, borrowing 
technique. Borrowing is a type of translation technique which takes a word or 
expression straight from another language. It can be pure (without any change) or 
it can be naturalized. The translator used borrowing technique to translate this 
sentence. We can see there is no difference between the ST and TT, the translator 
takes a word straight from source text.  
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Example 2: 
ST: “You mean people who look strange?” asked Pooh. 
TT: “Maksudmu orang yang terlihat asing?” Tanya Pooh. 
 
The example above is a kind of translation technique, literal translation 
technique. Literal translation is a type of translation technique that means to 
translate a word or an expression word for word. We can identify from the ST that 
literally translate word to word into TT. 
The following examples describe the translation quality in this book: 
Example 3: 
ST: “What if it‟s just someone with a little pot of honey for us?” 
asked Pooh. 
TT: “Bagaimana kalau orang membawakan madu sepanci?” Tanya 
Pooh. 
 
The example above is a kind of translation quality, less accurate sentence. 
The translator, translate “a little pot of honey” with “madu sepanci” and the 
translator did not translate “for us” into TT. However, “madu sepanci” in English 
can categorized as a lot of honey, meanwhile in the ST, the honey is a little. 
Example 4: 
ST: “Pooh, you really are a very clever bear,” said Christopher Robin. 
TT: “Pooh, kamu adalah beruang yang sangat pintar,” kata Christopher 
Robin. 
The example shows translation quality, readable sentence. This sentence 
categorized as a readable translation because the translator successfully conveyed 
the source text into readable target text. 
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 Translating a children‟s book is often considered as a minor issue, not to 
surprise if there are a lot of misinterpretation. Many people often sees that 
translating children‟s book only rewriting for different audiences in different 
times, places, and cultures (Lefevere 1992). Moreover, this includes an attitude 
geared towards the target language, culture and addressees that even is meant to 
influence the perception of the source text which has to be translated (Nord 1997). 
According to Edward‟s book entitled “Some Status Issues in the Translation of 
Children‟s Books”, they found interesting fact on their research that many 
translator may has expertise in the language of advertising or adult novels, but 
little or no experience with the language of children‟s books. I have heard people 
say that children mirror the actions they see around them. What they read in books 
or watch on the television become reflected in their behaviors.  
Moreover, Children‟s books usually contain moral value and lesson. 
Therefore children will illustrate what they are read into action in real life. Smith 
(2010) says that the use children‟s literature has been beneficial in changing 
attitudes children have about their peers with disabilities because inclusion alone 
will not lead to a change in attitudes. Furthermore, Wagner et al (2006: 21) states 
that children‟s literature should be used to teach character education because 
internalizing behaviors (e.g. displays of sadness or depression) were more 
common as well at the elementary and high school levels. In addition, Jalongo 
(2004: 38) says that most importantly, children‟s literature should be used to teach 
character education because picture books attract children, communicate ideas, 
and the visual images leave “the most indelible impression”. Books are influential 
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because children often remember the stories from the books they are read. In 
addition, children learn to love books and to relate to them. Furthermore, when 
children relate to books they can make meaning from the stories. Thus, it seems 
only natural to use books to teach important lessons not only academic, but also 
social lessons such as character education. 
The following examples describe the character education that occurs in 
this book: 
Example 5: 
ST: “Where are you going?” asked Pooh. 
TT: “Kamu mau kemana?” Tanya Pooh. 
 
The example above is a kind of character education, curiosity. This 
sentence categorized as a curiosity character because Pooh want to know where 
Christopher Robin want to go. 
Example 6: 
ST: “Mmmm,” said Piglet, “your grandma makes yummy cookies.” 
TT: “Mmmm,” kata Piglet, “kuenya enak.” 
 
This sentence categorized as an appreciating the achievement character 
because Piglet gave complement to the Christopher Robin‟s grandma cookies.  
 Ganesha Library is a library located at Gentan, Baki, Sukoharjo that 
provide many title of children‟s books and translate it into Indonesian by the 
volunteer translation that internship on there, one of their children‟s book 
collection is Winnie the Pooh. It is one of famous children‟s book around the 
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world that told a story about the adventures of a teddy bear called pooh and his 
friends Piglet; Eeyore; Owl; Rabit;  Tigger and Chistoper Robin.  
In 2003, Winnie the Pooh was listed at number 7 on the BBC‟s survey 
“The Big Read”. Winnie the Pooh also has a book series entitled “My Very First 
Winnie The Pooh” that specifically provide for preschoolers children. The series 
concerns with the deal of children‟s challenges of learning to cope with everyday 
life, such as going to the doctor, may provoke anxiety. New concepts, like 
neighborhood and stranger, may seem intangible at first. Who better to introduce 
such ideas to young children than Winnie the Pooh embodies the innocence of the 
preschool child, while at the same providing comfort and reassuring silliness. Safe 
at Home With Pooh is one of My Very First Winnie The Pooh series that tells 
about how Pooh and Piglet become aware of their surrounding and the rules that 
made by Christopher Robin‟s parent if you approaching by a stranger. 
 From the statement above, the researcher describes and analysis the 
quality, technique and implementation of teaching in the translation activity held 
by the translator. Thus, the research that carry out by the researcher entitled, 
Volunteer Translator: Technique, Quality and Character Education on the 
Children‟s Book “My Very First Winnie the Pooh Series‟: „Safe at Home 
With Pooh”. 
B. Identification of the Problem 
Based on the background study, there are many problems that may arise. 
The problems are follows: 1) what are the translation technique used by the 
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volunteer translator; 2) how is the quality of the translation in the book; 3) 
how is the character education that we can take from the book. 
C. Limitation of the Problem 
The researcher has a very limitation to raise the entire problem which has 
been identified. Therefore, the study only focuses on the technique, quality 
and character education in the children‟s book entitled Safe at Home With 
Pooh, that are utilized and translated into Indonesian by the volunteer 
translator at Ganesa Library. 
D. Formulation of the Problem 
The problems are formulated: 
1. What kinds of translation techniques in translating children‟s book 
“My Very First Winnie the Pooh Series‟: „Safe at Home With Pooh” 
from English to Indonesian used by the volunteer translator? 
2. How is the translation quality in translating children‟s book “My Very 
First Winnie the Pooh Series‟: „Safe at Home With Pooh” that done by 
the volunteer translation? 
3. What are characters education that we can take from children‟s book 
“My Very First Winnie the Pooh Series‟: „Safe at Home With Pooh”? 
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E. The Objectives of Study 
The goal of this research is to analyze inside the children‟s book, thereby 
this need to be clearly defined. There are several research objectives that can 
be formulated as follows: 
1. To analyze the translation technique on children‟s book made by a 
volunteer translation at the Ganesa Library. 
2. To analyze the quality of translation result on children‟s book made by a 
volunteer translator at the Ganesa Library. 
3. To analyze the character education on the children‟s book entitled Safe at 
Home With Pooh. 
F. The Benefit of the Study 
 The study is intended to know about a translation quality, technique and 
implementation in teaching by the volunteer translator on the children‟s book. 
By knowing those, it can give some benefit, as follows: 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
a. The finding of the research can enrich the theory of teaching 
English Translation especially translating children‟s book. 
b. The reader will get a large knowledge about how the children‟s 
book that generally has nothing special but abstain important 
lesson to children. 
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2. Practical Benefit 
a. Lecturer 
This research will help the lecturer especially translation lecturer to 
apply certain technique in translating children‟s book from English to 
Indonesian. 
b. Students 
The result of this research will help the students to find how to made a 
good translation on translate Children‟s book considering to 
acceptability, readability, accuracy, certain technique but still look up 
about education value. 
c. Other Researcher 
The result of this research can be used as references for other 
researcher in translation act. This study expected to be able to give 
practical contributions the researcher on how to translate Children‟s 
book. 
G. Definition of Keyterms 
  The main term used in this paper would be clarified here in order to 
avoid misunderstanding, they are as follow: 
1. Volunteer translator 
Volunteer translator is getting acquainted with translation, s/he tries to learn 
the basic rules and his/her perception of the subject is mainly atomistic, 
because s/he “...operates in terms of particular, separate activities” 
(Chesterman; Schäffner 2000: 78) 
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2. Translation technique 
Translation technique is defined as procedures to analyze and classify how 
translation equivalence works (Molina and Albir, 2002). 
3. Translation Quality 
Nababan, et al (2012) states that a good translation must develop three 
qualities to all language learning, there are accuracy, acceptability, readability. 
4. Children‟s book 
McDowell tries to define children‟s books by their characteristics (in Hunt 
1991:63): They are generally shorter; they tend to favour an active rather than 
a passive treatment, with dialogue and incident rather than description and 
introspection; child protagonists are the rule; conventions are much used; they 
tend to be optimistic rather than depressive; language is child-oriented; plots 
are of a distinctive order, probability is often discarded; and one could go on 
endlessly talking of magic and fantasy and simplicity and adventure. 
5. Character Education 
Character education is a process of forming the character itself is always a 
positive impact on the development of the students on the emotional, spiritual 
and personality of a person (Kemko Kesra 2010: 7) 
6. Safe at Home With Pooh 
 One of book in the My Very First Winnie the Pooh that made specially to 
preschool student. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORITICAL REVIEW 
 
In this chapter, the researcher explains about the theoretical 
description about the nature of translator, translation, children‟s literature 
and character education on the children‟s book. 
A. Translation 
a. The Nature of Translation 
Definition of translation has been explained by many experts, 
according to Newmark (1981: 7), “Translation is a craft consisting in the 
attempt to replace a written message and or statement in one language by 
the same message and/or statement in another language”. Translation is 
not only a matter of translating one language into other language. The 
most important aspects that must be transfer is the meaning, the forms of 
the Source Text (ST) and the Target Text (TT) may be different but the 
translator must be able to convey the meaning. Additionally, Larson 
(1998: 3) straightforwardly states that translation is transferring the source 
language into the target language. Other definition is composed by 
Newmark (1988: 5) who describes translation as “..rendering the meaning 
of a text into another language in the way that the author intended the 
text”. Similarly, Bell (1993: 4) says that translation is an activity that 
focuses on the transfer of content and style of the ST to the TT. 
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Skinner (1974:95) says that “translation can best be defined as a verbal 
stimulus that has the same effect as the original (or as much of the same 
effect as possible) on a different verbal community”. In other hand, 
Catford (1965: 20) explain that translation is the replacement of textual 
material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another 
language (TL). 
From the all definition above, translation can be explained as the 
process of analyzing/transferring the meaning in different language from 
SL to TL. 
According to Massoud (1988: 19) there are few criteria for a good 
translation, such as:  
a) A good translation is easily understood. 
b) A good translation is fluent and smooth. 
c) A good translation is idiomatic. 
d) A good translation conveys, to some extent, the literary subtleties of 
the original. 
e) A good translation distinguishes between the metaphorical and the 
literal. 
f) A good translation reconstructs the cultural/historical context of the 
original. 
g) A good translation makes explicit what is implicit in abbreviations, 
and in allusions to sayings, songs, and nursery rhymes. 
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h) A good translation will convey, as much as possible, the meaning of 
the original text. 
Meanwhile El Shafey (1985: 93) suggests other criteria for a good 
translation as follows: 
1. The knowledge of the grammar of the SL and the knowledge of 
vocabulary, as well as good understanding of the text to be 
translated. 
2. The ability of the translator to reconstitute the given text (SL) into 
the target language. 
3. The translation should capture the style or atmosphere of the 
original text; it should have all the ease of an original composition. 
Klingberg identifies four aims for the translation of Children 
literature which he groups in two sets of two as follows (1986:10):  
1. To further the international outlook, understanding and emotional 
experience of foreign environments and cultures. It‟s make 
literature more available to the children. 
2. To contribute to the development of the readers‟ set of values. To 
give readers a text they can understand given their lack of 
knowledge. 
b. Translator 
Enani (1994:5) defines the translator as a writer who formulates 
ideas in words addressed to readers. Meanwhile, Nababan states that a 
translator is a mediator to associate two or more people that has a 
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different language. The thing that makes translator‟s job even more 
difficult rather than the author is, translator has a much responsibility. 
In this case, translator has to convey/relive the experiences or ideas or 
emotions from different person. Meanwhile, the author supposed to 
produce directly his ideas from his mind and convey it in his own 
language however intricate and complicated his thoughts are. Chabban 
(1984) believes that, however the accurate translation it has. There are 
difficulties that may still prevent the two texts from being fully 
equivalent. It occurs not only between the certain text and its 
translation, but also between the same text with different translations. 
The translator is not the sender of the ST (source text) message but a 
text producer in the target culture who adopts somebody else‟s 
intention in order to produce a communicative instrument for the target 
culture, or a target culture document of a source culture 
communication. 
 
Table 2.1: Translator types according to Presas 
Novice translator Expert translator 
Non-specialized linguistic skills Specialized linguistic skills 
Bilingual memory (compound or 
subordinated) 
Bilingual memory (co-ordinated) 
Unconscious interference 
mechanisms 
Control over interference in 
reception/production 
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Code-switching mechanisms 
(lexical level) 
Heuristic text transference 
procedures 
Cognitive features: flexibility, lateral thinking, capacity for remote 
association 
 
In this case, college students that consider as a volunteer translator 
is known as a novice translator.  
According to Abdellah (2002: 5) there are few basic strategies that 
can helpful for novice translator, such as: 
a. Use correct word order as used in the target language. 
b. Use correct sentence structures as used in the target language. 
c. Transmit the ideas of the text in clear sentences in the target 
language. 
d. Rephrase certain sentences to convey the overall meaning 
translated. 
e. Make changes to the text as a whole to give it a sense of the 
original without distorting the original ideas. 
f. Try one or more of the following strategies when facing 
problems of un translate ability. 
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c. Translation Techniques 
Molina and Albir (2002:509) classify translation techniques based on 
the following criteria: 
1. To isolate the concept of technique from other related notions 
(translation strategy, method and error). 
2. To include only procedures that are characteristic of the translation 
of texts and not those related to the comparison of languages. 
3. To maintain the notion that translation techniques are functional. 
Our definitions do not evaluate whether a technique is appropriate 
or correct, as this always depends on its situation in text and 
context and the translation method that has been chosen. 
4. In relation to the terminology, to maintain the most commonly 
used terms. 
5. To formulate new techniques to explain mechanisms that has not 
yet been described. 
Molina and Albir (2002: 509-511) classify the translation into 18 
techniques: 
1. Adaptation, it is the replacement of the cultural element of source 
text (ST) into the culture of target text (TT). For example: change 
“wolf” into “kancil” in a translation into Indonesian (Hartono, 
2011:46). It happens because replacement of cultural element, wolf 
is a symbol of clever animal in the ST (Source Text). Thus, the 
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translator has to find appropriate word in translating the text in 
order to have the same meaning from ST (Source Text). 
2. Amplification, this technique is used to introduce details that are 
not found in the ST (Source Text): information, explicative 
paraphrasing. For instance: when translating from Arabic to add 
the Muslim month of fasting to the noun “Ramadan”. Therefore, 
Ramadan is translated into Ramadan, the Muslim month of fasting. 
3. Borrowing, it is a type of translation which takes a word or 
expression straight from another language. It can be pure (without 
any change), e.g., to use the English word urine, horizon, diameter, 
stereo, and neutron in Indonesian text, or it can be naturalized (to 
fit the spelling rules in the TT (Target Text), e.g., gol, informasi, 
and tes. 
4.  Calque, it is the literal translation of a foreign word or phrase; it 
can be lexical or structural, e.g., the English translation “Police 
Academy” for the Indonesian “Akademi Polisi”. 
5. Compensation, it is to introduce a ST (Source Text) element of 
information or stylistic effect in another place in the TT (Target 
Text) because it cannot be reflected in the same place as in the ST 
(Source Text), for instance, the translation of English “Me?” 
Exclaimed Mrs. Albert Forrester, for the first time in her life 
regardless of grammar into Indonesian “Apaan?” Teriak Ny. Albert 
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Forrester, untuk pertama kali dalam hidupnya lupa pada tata bahasa 
(Hartono, 2011:40). 
6. Description, it means to replace a term or expression with 
adescription of its form or/and function, e.g., to translate English 
“cow-creamer” into “Indonesian poci yang berbentuk sapi untuk 
tempat susu”. 
7. Discursive creation, it is a kind of translation which establishes a 
temporary equivalence that is totally unpredictable out of 
context,e.g., the Indonesian translation “A Betrayed Son 
Malinkundang” into “Si Malinkundang”. 
8. Established equivalent, it is the using of a term or expression 
recognized (by dictionaries or language in use) as an equivalent in 
the TT (Target Text), e.g., to translate the English expression 
“They are as like as two peas” into “Mereka sangat mirip” in 
Indonesian. 
9. Generalization, it is the using of a more general or neutral term, 
e.g., to translate English “go by inches” into “sedikit demi sedikit” 
in Indonesian. It happens because there is no expression that has 
the same meaning in Indonesian, so the translator translated it into 
more general. 
10. Linguistic amplification, it is the addition of linguistic elements. 
This is often used in consecutive interpreting and dubbing, e.g., to 
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translate the English expression “everything is up to you!” into 
Indonesian as “semuanya terserah anda sendiri”. 
11. Linguistic compression, it means to synthesize linguistic elements 
in the TT (Target Text). This is often used in simultaneous 
interpreting and in sub-titling, e.g., to translate the English question 
“are you sleepy?” Into “ngantuk?” In Indonesian. 
12. Literal Translation, it means to translate a word or an expression 
word for word, e.g., “electronic mail” as “surat elektronik”, or, 
“upload” as “unggah”. 
13. Modulation, it is to change the point of view, focus or cognitive 
category in relation to the ST (Source Text); it can be lexical or 
structural, e.g., to translate English “you are going to have a child” 
instead of “kamu akan menjadi seorang ayah”. 
14. Particularization, it is the using of a more precise or concrete term, 
e.g.,to translate “window” in English as “guichet” (jendela toko) in 
French (Hartono, 2011:52). 
15. Reduction, it is to suppress a ST (Source Text) information item in 
the TT (Target Text), e.g., “the proposal was rejected and 
repudiated” into “usulnya ditolak” when translating into 
Indonesian. 
16. Substitution (linguistic, paralinguistic), it is the change of linguistic 
elements for paralinguistic elements (intonation, gestures) or vice 
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versa, e.g., to translate the Arab gesture of “putting your hand on 
your heart” as “Thank you”. It is used above all in interpreting. 
17. Transposition, it is the change of a grammatical category, e.g., 
“glasses” translated into Indonesian as “kaca mata”. 
18. Variation, it is the change of linguistic or paralinguistic elements 
(intonation, gestures) that affect aspects of linguistic variation: 
changes of textual tone, style, social dialect, geographical dialect, 
etc., e.g., to introduce or change dialectal indicators for characters 
when translating for the theater, changes in tone when adapting 
novels for children, etc. 
d. Translation Quality 
The quality of translation is also critical to the success of a book. 
Yet this is an issue which has received very little attention. Translation 
quality assessment is similar to translation criticism. Newmark (1988) 
states that “translation criticism is an essential link between translation 
theory and practice”. It means that, in criticizing a translation product, 
there is always a relationship between the theory of translation and the 
application of the theory. The translation quality can be judged in three 
aspects. Nababan, et al (2012) states that a good translation must consist of 
three qualities as follows: 
a. Accuracy: understanding the message of the SL and express the 
message into the TL. Accuracy is very essential aspect, so it is 
important to conduct a test to analyze the accuracy of translation 
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product. By analyzing the accuracy level of translation, it can be 
ascertainable whether the meaning is conveyed successfully or not. 
b. Acceptability: closely related to cultural aspect. A translation 
product is considered as an acceptable translation if the targets 
readers feel like they read the original version rather than the 
translation version. 
c. Readability: it deals with how easy a translation can be read and 
understood by its readers and affected by many factors, such as 
length of the sentence, grammatical, new or difficult word, and 
language complexity which is used in translation. 
The accuracy, acceptability and readability of translation based on 
the scales below: 
Table 2.2: Scale of accuracy score 
Scale Categorize Indicators 
3 Accurate The meaning or message in words, 
phrase/sentence is accurately 
conveyed into the target language. 
2 Less accurate The meaning or message in words, 
phrase/sentence is less accurately 
conveyed into the target language. 
1 Inaccurate The meaning or message in words, 
phrase/sentence is not accurately 
conveyed into the target language. 
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Table 2.3: Scale of acceptability score 
Scale Categorize Indicators 
3 Acceptable The meaning or message in words, 
phrase/sentence is acceptable 
culturally, grammatically, and 
contextually in target language. 
2 Less 
acceptable 
The meaning or message in words, 
phrase/sentence is less acceptable 
culturally, grammatically, and 
contextually in target language. 
1 Unacceptable The meaning or message in words, 
phrase/sentence is unacceptable 
culturally, grammatically, and 
contextually in target language. 
 
Table 2.4: Scale of readability score 
Scale Categorize Indicators 
3 Readable The meaning or message in words, 
phrase/sentence is readable into the 
target language. 
2 Less readable The meaning or message in words, 
phrase/sentence is less readable, the 
reader has to read more than one time 
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into the target language. 
1 Unreadable The meaning or message in words, 
phrase is not readable into the target 
language. 
Puurtinen believes that, unlike translators of adult literature, 
children‟s translators are allowed and even expected to manipulate 
the original text to fit in with the literary requirements of the 
recipient country (1994:84). Therefore, it is the translator‟s job to 
produce highly acceptable translations, because children are not 
expected to tolerate as much “strangeness” and “foreignness” as 
adults. 
Shavit (1981: 171) believes that the translator of children 
literature can allow him/herself liberties because of the low 
position of Children Literature in the polysystem. S/he may 
manipulate as long as s/he takes into consideration the following 
two principles on which Children Literature is usually based:  
1. Adjusting the text in order to make it appropriate and useful to 
the child, in accordance with what society thinks is „good for 
the child‟ 
2. Adjusting plot, characterization and language to the child‟s 
level of comprehension and his reading abilities. 
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B. Children‟s Literature 
 Children‟s literature is primarily organized as genres. The term 
genre refers to distinct categories based on defining characteristics. 
1. Forms 
a) Picture Books.  
The picture book is considered a form used in all literary 
genres—for example, poetry, folklore, historical fiction, and 
nonfiction. A picture book is usually a combination of text and 
illustration, although some have few or no words. Many picture 
books specifically it‟s important that children want to read, not just 
know how to read. Target a young audience, but others can be 
appreciated at any age level. Chapter 4 focuses on the art and 
writing of picture books, including a discussion of graphic 
“novels,” manga, and anime comics.  
b) Poetry.  
Poetry is also considered a form rather than a genre. Poets 
love musical language and create patterns with words that please 
the ear. Words can be arranged playfully with romping rhythms or 
spun into elegant beauty with verbal images.  
2. Genres 
a) Fiction. 
The genre of fiction encompasses narratives or stories 
drawn from an author‟s imagination. 
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Elements of Fiction divided into 6, there are: 
a. Characterization 
Good fiction writers create credible, realistic 
characters. As we become immersed into the lives of 
fictional characters, they help us understand plots and 
themes more deeply. Younger children can be guided into 
deeper understandings of character. The protagonist is the 
main character, and the problems or situations facing this 
person drive the plot. For example, but nearly every main 
character also faces a private struggle. An antagonist 
appears in many stories as a foil for the protagonist. 
Sometimes, this character attempts to thwart the goals of 
the protagonist or is on the opposing side of a controversy. 
An antagonist might have another point of view or may 
provoke a dilemma through which we come to understand 
the main character. Children develop an understanding of 
characterization as they mature (Roser et al., 2007). In 
quality fiction, main characters are highly developed. 
Through the course of the story, readers come to know their 
gifts as well as their flaws and struggles. This is true even if 
the protagonist is a stuffed toy, such as Winnie-the-Pooh 
(Milne), or an animal, as in Babe the Gallant Pig (King-
Smith). 
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b. Plot  
The plan of action, the manner in which events 
unfold, and the resolution of the central conflict are all 
aspects of plot. Plots in children‟s books tend to be linear, 
with an identifiable beginning, middle, and end. Younger 
children often have trouble following flashbacks, multiple 
interwoven plotlines, or other complex plot structures. 
Often, the story focuses on one main struggle or pivotal 
event. Children‟s literature typically features four main 
types of conflict: (a) person against person, (b) person 
against society, (c) person against nature, and (d) person 
against self (Smith, 2012). 
c. Theme  
Theme refers to the dominant idea of a story: an 
insight about life or society. Themes in books for young 
children are frequently based on common childhood 
experiences. For example, the theme of Winnie The Pooh is 
the importance of friendship. In contrast, themes in books 
for older readers often focus on the journey to adulthood 
and the consequences of one‟s choices (Norton & Norton, 
2010).  
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d. Setting 
Setting includes both where and when a story takes 
place. It can be a real place within a real time period, an 
invented place in real time, or an invented place in 
manipulated time. Setting is an important element in 
fiction;  
e. Style 
Quality books need more than characters, plot, 
theme, and setting; they need good language to knit these 
elements together. This is the function of style. Authors use 
language to compose a story using their own distinct voice. 
Fiction writers often use figurative language to develop 
style in their work. Skilled authors invent fresh 
comparisons that make their work distinctive while still 
fully developing setting, plot, and characters 
f. Point of View 
 The perspective from which a story is told is called 
point of view. First-person narrative (using “I” or “me,”) is 
also a popular point of view in children‟s fiction. Some 
writers extend the first-person point of view by shifting 
perspective from one character to another to create 
revolving perspectives. The omniscient, all-knowing 
storyteller‟s voice is often used in fiction. When the author 
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employs this voice, the thoughts and feelings of multiple 
characters can be revealed A limited third-person point of 
view focuses on the perspective of one character; the story 
is still told in the third person, but the reader knows the 
story only through the filter of one perspective. 
b) Traditional Literature.  
Traditional literature encompasses works that have been 
handed down orally for generations and therefore have no 
identifiable author. Some stories preserve the history and mores of 
a culture; others were intended purely as entertainment.  
c) Fantasy and Science Fiction.  
Fantasy fiction contains elements that are not considered 
possible in our world. These include such disparate components as 
ghosts, talking animals, magic lamps, or transformations. In 
science fiction, the main elements are based on reasonable but 
extrapolated scientific theory. Someone might travel forward or 
backward in time, live on another planet, or encounter unknown 
but realistic oceanic creatures. Good science fiction also explores 
ethical or societal aspects of the future. 
d) Historical Fiction.  
Stories set in the past with believable and realistic elements 
are called historical fiction. Although main characters are generally 
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fictionalized, the setting is identifiable as a specific time period. 
Minor characters may be historical figures.  
e) Contemporary Realistic Fiction.  
Contemporary realistic fiction is the term used for stories 
about people and animals that could realistically occur. Readers 
often find personal value as they vicariously come to know 
fictional characters facing realistic issues and challenges. In 
contemporary realistic stories, animals can be the main character 
but cannot talk or think as humans do.  
f) Nonfiction and Biography.  
Nonfiction is “the literature of fact.” It is the only literary 
genre that is named for what it is not (“not fiction”) instead of what 
it is. An important criterion for nonfiction is that content must be 
factual and accurate (Kristo, 2004). Biography is a subtype of 
nonfiction, documenting a person‟s lifetime or focusing on a 
specific time period. 
g) Series Books 
Reading series books with their friends, children experience 
the positive aspects of being part of a group (Greenlee, 1996). 
Another reason that series are popular is the ease of selecting the 
next book to read (Greenlee et al., 1996). Series books are usually 
formulaic, with little change in characterization or plot structure. 
The use of familiar characters, stable settings, and predictable plots 
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allows readers to build substantial background knowledge, which, 
in turn, aids comprehension (Brooks, 2003).Series books are often 
the first chapter books for young readers. They minimize the 
challenges of reading longer books due to consistent characters and 
predictable plots. Children who read voraciously by choice and for 
pleasure are more likely to succeed at school than those who 
dislike reading. 
h) Blended Genres 
Combining multiple writing styles, various formats, and 
differing voices is not surprising in our era of techno-music, “photo 
shopping,” remixing sound tracks, and mash-ups 
(Knobel&Lankshear, 2008). This blurring of boundaries is also 
called blending  
C. Character Education on Children‟s Book 
According to Sanchez (2006) character education is the term used 
to describe teaching children about the traits that are essential to building 
good character. Fathur (2014: 1161-1165) says that character education is 
not a new program. It has been part of human life since centuries ago. 
Indeed, education itself is a media to reach knowledge and wisdom to live 
life and create excellent life for human being. Related to character 
education, education terminology is called as a process of accumulating 
good knowledge, attitude, and action. Education begins with building the 
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awareness, feeling, caring, intension, knowledge, believes and habits 
formation. 
Books are important and influential. They are influential because 
children often remember the stories from the books they are read. In 
addition, children learn to love books and to relate to them. Furthermore, 
when children relate to books they can make meaning from the stories. 
Thus, it seems only natural to use books to teach important lessons not 
only academic, but also social lessons such as character education. 
In addition, the children often relate to the characters and pictures 
in these books rather than non-picture books, which adds to their 
effectiveness. The pictures aide the children in understanding the abstract 
concepts taught in character education stories, which is another reason 
why picture books are beneficial for teaching character education to young 
children. Furthermore, children are more likely to respond to storytelling 
because it is seen as a gift from the teacher (Sanchez & Stewart, 
2006).Thus, children are more likely to internalize and remember the 
lessons that they learn from these stories. 
Jalongo (2004: 38) states that children‟s literature should be used 
to teach character education because picture books attract children, 
communicate ideas, and the visual images leave “the most indelible 
impression. This is true because picture books attract children, 
communicate ideas, and the visual images leave the most indelible 
impression. Same as Jalongo, Prestwich (2004) states that children‟s 
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literature is a great resource because it can be used to teach a variety of 
topics. 
According to Chang (2008), through literature, children come to 
know more clearly who and what they are while reaching out, 
imaginatively, for what they might become. As the child wonders at the 
lives lived in story, he/she comes to know both himself/herself and the 
world and begins to see that world as something over which he/she, as a 
character in life, might exercise some control. It means that by the events 
of story, child can explore the world, help him/her to confirm, to 
illuminate, and to extend his/her own life experiences, in ways that give 
him/her power over them. This idea is strongly supported by Jalongo 
(2007) who says that children‟s literature is the ideal learning medium for 
the young child because it stimulates the intellect as well as the 
imagination. 
There are 18 values that conducted by Ministry of Education and 
Culture that must be inserted in the educational process in Indonesia.  
 
Table 2.5:  Character Education  
NO Character values Explanation 
1 Religious Attitudes and behavior that obey in doing 
the teachings of their religion, tolerant 
toward the implementation of the practice 
of other religions, and live in harmony 
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with other faith. 
2 Honest Behavior based on an attempt to make 
himself as a person who always 
trustworthy in word, action, and jobs. 
3 Tolerance Attitudes and actions that respects 
differences of religion, race, ethnicity, 
opinions, attitudes, and actions of others 
who are different from themselves. 
4 Discipline Actions show orderly behavior and obey 
with various rules and regulations. 
5 Hard Work Behaviors indicate a really effort to 
overcome various barriers in learning and 
assignments, as well as completing the 
task as well as possible. 
6 Creative Think and do something to generate new 
ways or the result of something that has 
been owned. 
7 Independence Attitudes and behavior that is not easy to 
depend on others to complete tasks. 
8 Democratic Ways of thinking, being attitude and 
acting which assesses the same rights and 
obligations of himself and others. 
9 Curiosity Attitudes and actions which seek to know 
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deeper and spread of something learned, 
seen, and heard. 
10 National spirit Ways of thinking, act, and having 
knowledge that puts the importance of the 
nation and country above self-importance 
and group. 
11 Love homeland Ways of thinking, being attitude, and 
acting that show loyalty, caring, and high 
appreciation toward language, physical 
environment, social, cultural, economic, 
and political nation. 
12 Appreciating the 
achievement 
Attitudes and actions that encourage him 
to produce something useful for society, 
and recognize and respect other people's 
success. 
13 Friendly and 
communicative 
Actions show a sense of fun to talk, hang 
out, and work together with others. 
14 Love peace Attitudes, words, and actions that cause 
others to feel happy and safe on the 
presence of himself. 
15 Love reading Habits provide time to read a variety of 
literature that gives virtue for him. 
16 Caring Attitudes and actions which seek to 
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environment prevent damage to the surrounding 
natural environment, and develop efforts 
to repair the environmental damage that 
has occurred 
17 Social care Attitudes and actions have always wanted 
to help other people and communities in 
need. 
18 Responsible Attitudes and behavior of people to do his 
duties, he should do, to himself, 
community, environment (natural, social 
and cultural), the country and god 
almighty one. 
 
According to the Ministry of Education and Culture, character 
education becomes a necessity because education does not only make 
learners intelligent mind, but also have good character and manners so that 
its presence as a member society becomes meaningful, both for themselves 
and others. 
The purpose of the Character Education as expressed by Ki Hajar 
Dewantoro is "ngerti-ngerasa-ngelakoni" (aware, feel, and do). This 
implies that character education is a form of education and teaching that 
focus on the behavior and actions of students to appreciate and implement 
the values of characters into daily behavior. 
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Richardson (2009) also found character education to be important 
in a democratic society because it allowed individuals to develop the 
necessary skills, such as justice, fairness and trust, to think democratically.  
D. Previous Related Study 
 To support this research, the researcher found some research that has 
similar titles to this research. The researcher learned the other research to 
prove the originality of this research. The first research was conducted by 
Yogi Rohana, Riyadi Santosa, Djatmika (2017) in their research entitled 
“Gaya Bahasa, Teknik Penerjemahan, Dan Kualitas Terjemahan Dalam 
Dongeng Disney Dwi bahasa Berjudul Cinderella: My Bedtime Story 
Dan Tinkerbell And The Great Fairy Rescue”. In this research, 
researcher found that a high score of accuracy and readability can be 
caused by the right translation technique and the lack of acceptability 
can be caused by an inappropriate language selection. 
 The second previous study was conducted by Gabriele Thomson 
Wohlegemuth (1998) in his research entitled “Children‟s Literature and 
its Translation: an overview”. In this research, researcher found that the 
genres of children‟s literature and literature written for adults do not 
differ greatly in terms of translation theory and the approach which 
should be taken. In this case, translator has different degrees on 
translate children‟s literature based on their own personal image of 
childhood. This means that some translator will tend to include more 
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explanation or to remove more cultural peculiarities, thus adapting the 
text to a greater extent than others. 
 The third previous study was conducted by Sutarman, Haryono Edi, 
Ahmad (2017) in their research entitiled “Character Education to Build 
Personal Learners Tough”. In this research, researchers made a conclusion 
that character education is a system of cultivation of character values to the 
students which include knowledge, awareness, willingness, as well as 
actions to implement these values. social skills (social skills), personal 
development (personal improvement) and solving the problem in a 
comprehensive manner (comprehensive problem solving). Character 
education can be defined as "the deliberate use of all dimensions of school 
life to foster optimal character development". In all components of 
character education should be involved. 
 The fourth previous study was conducted by Maisa (2014) in her 
research entitled “The Analysis of Translation Technique of Children 
Story: “Lila, The Clumsy Witch””. In this research, researcher found 
that literal translation is regarded as the most preferred methods applied 
by the writer in translating the text, because it consist of many lexical 
words which again translated singly, out of context. Other translation 
method such as word for word translation and free translation are 
regarded the favorable methods since, according to the translator, these 
methods are also more simple and easier to translate text from English 
to Indonesian. 
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 The fifth previous study was conducted by Mangatur Nababan, 
Ardiana Nuraeni & Sumardiono (2012) in their research entitled 
“Pengembangan Model Penilaian Kualitas Terjemahan”. In this 
research, researcher found that to maintain the validity and reliability of 
the translation quality assessment it must conducted by an odd number 
of people (at least 3) and they must has a several qualification. Second, 
the model of translation quality using a score of 3, 2, 1 can assess the 
accuracy, acceptability and readability. But, the result can influenced by 
the people that involved in that assessment, the must read and 
understand all relevant information and procedures. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter contains some crucial elements of research methodology 
related to the topic under discussion. In this part, the researcher gives explanation 
of the research design, the data and source data, the data collecting technique, the 
data analyzing technique, data coding and the trustworthiness of the data. 
A. Design of the Study  
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative 
research. According to Creswell (2002), qualitative research is the 
approach to data collection, analysis, and report writing differing from the 
traditional, quantitative approaches. Meanwhile, Arikunto (2010: 13) 
stated that qualitative research does not used sample and population 
approach. Gay (1987: 217) states that descriptive research involves 
collecting data in order to test hypotheses or to answer questions 
concerning the current status of the subject of the study. Moreover, Lexy 
(1991) said that descriptive qualitative as a type of research which result 
the descriptive data in the form of written or oral words from observed 
object. Leedy and Ormrod (2001) recommend several different methods 
for conducting a qualitative research, they are; case studies, grounded 
theory, ethnography, content analysis and phenomenological.  
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In conducting the research, the design used in this research was 
content material analysis of document analysis to gather the textual and 
written document that are provided within the books that is research. 
According to Holsti (1968) content analysis is any technique for making 
inferences by systematically and objectively identifying special 
characteristic of messages.  
Through the definition above, the researcher implies that a content 
analysis is a method that can be used to analyze a document. 
B. The Data and Source Data 
The data and source data in this research is the original children‟s 
book entitled “Safe at Home With Pooh” and translation product that 
translated by volunteer student of Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta 
in Ganesa library, by Reni Puji A (2018). The data of the research are 
word, phrase, clause or sentences and dialogues written and translated in 
the storybooks.  
In this research, the researcher choose Ganesa Library because it 
has a lot of children‟s storybooks collection that was written in English 
and then translated by the student of English department who has 
internship on there (volunteer translator) into Indonesian. Moreover 
children can read the Indonesia translation and learn the English language 
too. 
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C. Technique of Collecting Data 
In this research, the researcher uses a documentary analysis as a 
technique of collecting data. Document analysis is a form of qualitative 
research in which documents are interpreted by the researcher to give 
voice and meaning around an assessment topic (Bowen, 2009). The 
documentation is taken from the script or origin text and the translation 
product that written under the origin text. 
D. Technique of Data Analysis 
According to Bakri (2003: 162), data analysis is the review 
process, sorting, and group data in order to formulate working hypothesis 
and lifted it into conclusion or theories in the research finding. According 
to Milles, process of analysis divided into three phases that consist of data 
reduction, data display and drawing conclusion and verification. 
1. Data Reduction 
In the process, the researcher must select, focus, simplify 
and data in the field note. The data reduction was done during the 
research activities. In this case, the researcher reduced the 
information during research activities if data are unimportant or 
they are not support the data or the researcher needed. 
2. Data Display 
In the qualitative research, the data can be displayed in the 
form of table, graphic, pie chard and other equivalent of them. By 
displaying the data, the researcher was easy to understand and to 
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analyze what was happening with the data presented. And the 
researcher began to do the next plan of the research based on what 
the researcher has experienced. A display is organized, composed 
assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and 
action. In this research, the data displayed as a description of 
translation product. 
3. Drawing Conclusion and Verification 
In this study, conclusions were drawn continuously throughout 
the course of the research. The data analysis in qualitative research 
used an interactive model of analysis involving collecting the data, 
reducing the data, presenting the data and also drawing 
conclusions. In this research also needs to analyze the validity and 
reliability of the data source. 
E. Data Coding 
In this research, the researcher gives some codes in each data in 
order to make ease in analyzing the data. 
1. ST means source text from the document 
2. TT means target text from the document 
3. W means the “Safe at Home With Pooh” story book 
4. The number of the data, 001 means that the data number 1 
5. The page number of the data in the children‟s book, 01 means that 
the data in page 1. 
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6. The raters of the translation quality, technique and character 
education in “Safe at Home With Pooh” storybooks 
R1: M. Zainal Muttaqien, S.S., M.Hum 
R2: Arkin Haris, S.Pd., M.Hum 
R3: The researcher 
For the example of data coding: 
001/01/W/R1, it means that data number 1 in page number 1 in the 
Safe at Home With Pooh book and the assessment from M. Zainal 
Muttaqien, S.S., M.Hum. 
F. Trustworthiness of Data 
In analyzing the data, researcher needs to analyze the validity of 
the source data to get the valid data. According to Guba, in Guba‟s 
constructs, there are few criteria employed by the positivist investigator.  
1. Credibility  
Credibility as an internal validity used to ensure that 
researcher‟s study measures or tests what is actually intended. 
There are several method to recorded or to ensure the credibility. In 
this research, researcher used: 
a.    Examination of previous research findings. In this research, 
researcher conducted the result of research with the similar or 
same past/previous studies. It makes the researcher gain a new 
knowledge and invaluable sources.  
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b. Triangulation. In this research, researcher used triangulation of 
sources by comparing the data result from three raters. They 
are M. Zainal Muttaqien, S.S, M.Hum (rater 1), Arkin Haris, 
S.Pd, M.Hum (rater 2), Sarah Muktiati (rater 3)as the 
researcher. 
2. Transferability 
 According to Merriam, transferability is concerned with the 
extent to which the findings of one study can be applied to other 
situations. The finding of this research surely would be applied on 
education field, especially to teach young learner on the class and 
in the formal education. Furthermore, the finding of this research 
would be important to students in translation class that has a task to 
translate children‟s book.  
3. Dependability  
However, as Fidel and Marshall and Rossman (1999), the 
changing nature of the phenomena scrutinized by qualitative 
researcher renders such provisions problematic in their work. It 
means that researcher must show the reliability of the data. If the 
work were repeated, in the same context, with the same methods 
and with the same participants, similar results would be obtained. 
In this study, researcher conducted steps of the research with 
accurate and factual data in the chapter IV.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Chapter four present the analysis of the data to answer the problem 
statements that has been mentioned in the chapter one. The first part of this 
chapter discusses the translation technique that found in the children‟s book “Safe 
at Home with Pooh” that has been translated from English into Indonesian by 
volunteer translation. The second part of this chapter, present the analysis of the 
translation quality of this children‟s book, there are 95 data by two expert raters 
and the researcher as other rater who rate the score for accuracy, acceptability and 
readability of translation based on the classification of the sentences. The third 
part, present the analysis of the character education that found in this children‟s 
book. As we know that there are 18 character values that classified by the Minister 
of education and culture. 
A. Research Findings 
1. Translation Techniques Used by The Volunteer Translator 
  The data are taken from the children‟s book “Safe at Home With 
Pooh”, which consist of 95 data. According to Molina and Albir (2002: 
509) there are consist of 18 translation technique. However, the data 
analysis shows that there are 8 techniques found in the data. They are: 
amplification, borrowing, generalization, literal, modulation, reduction, 
transposition, variation. However, the data analysis shows that there are 8 
techniques found in the data. 
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a. Amplification 
Molina and Albir (2002: 509) define amplification as a technique 
that used to introduce details that are not found in the ST (Source 
Text): information, explicative paraphrasing.  
Example: 
SL/10/004/W 
ST: “Not scary?” asked Piglet. 
TT: “Kamu tidak takut?” tanya Piglet. 
Amplification is to introduce detail that not found in ST.  
The translator trying to add detail or word, which is  “kamu” in the 
TT. Therefore, children would understand the text clearly with the 
additional word. 
 
Example 2 
11/006/W 
ST: “It was a little at first,” said Christopher Robin. 
TT: “Awalnya sih takut sedikit,” kata Christopher Robin. 
In this previous dialogue, Piglet asked Christopher Robin 
whether he was scary or not. Therefore in this dialogue, the 
translator adding word “takut” in the TT. 
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b. Borrowing 
Borrowing is a type of translation technique which takes a word or 
expression straight from another language. It can be pure (without 
any change) or it can be naturalized. 
Example: 
65/019/W 
ST: Bang, bang, bang. 
TT: Bang, bang, bang. 
The translator used borrowing technique to translate this 
sentence. We can see there is no difference between the ST and 
TT, the translator takes a word straight from source text.  
c. Generalization 
Generalization is a type of translation technique that using of a 
more general or neutral term. It happens because there is no 
expression that has the same meaning in Indonesian, so the 
translator translated it into more general. 
Example: 
4/002/W 
ST: “You‟re going out of the Hundred-Acre Wood, b-by 
yourself?” asked Piglet. 
TT: “Kamu lewat hutan lebat sendirian?” Tanya Piglet 
The translator, used generalization to translate it to TT. It 
can be seen from the ST “Hundred-Acre Wood” into “hutan lebat” 
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in the TT. Hundred-Acre Wood refers to the wood where Pooh and 
his friend live. However, the translator decide to translating 
particular terms in ST into the more general terms 
Example 2: 
31/W 
ST: “Outside the Hundred-Acre Wood there are many, many 
people,” said Christopher Robin. 
TT: “Diluar sana, banyak orang, banyak sekali,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
The translator used generalization technique to translate it 
to TT. We can identify it from the ST “Outside the Hundred-Acre 
Wood” into TT “Diluar sana”. 
d. Literal Translation. 
Literal translation is a type of translation technique that means to 
translate a word or an expression word for word. 
Example: 
08/004/W 
ST: “Is-is it safe?” 
TT: “Amankah?” 
The translator, used literal translation technique to translate 
it. It means that the translator, translate ST into TT word to word. 
This type of technique mostly used by a novice translator since it‟s 
easy to use. 
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Example 2: 
19/008/W 
ST: “You mean people who look strange?” asked Pooh. 
TT: “Maksudmu orang yang terlihat asing?” Tanya Pooh. 
In this second example, the translator also used literal 
translation technique. We can identify from the ST that literally 
translate word to word into TT. 
e. Modulation 
Modulation is a type of translation technique that used to change 
the point of view, focus or cognitive category in relation to the ST, 
it can be lexical or structural. 
Example: 
06/004/W 
ST: “I know I can do it.” 
TT: “Aku berani.” 
The translator used modulation technique to translate this 
sentence. We can identify it from the ST “I can do it” into TT “aku 
berani”. “I can do it” means that Christopher Robin believes that he 
can go alone through the wood, he brave enough to go out by his 
own. Therefore, the translator change the point of view by translate 
it into “aku berani”. 
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  Example 2 
87/027/W 
ST: “Jussst in time for tea,” said Gopher. 
TT: “Mmminum the dulu,” kata Gopher. 
 Likewise in the first example, in the second example 
translator change the point of view from ST to TT. In the TT, 
Gopher said that is a right time to drink a tea. The translator, 
translate it into “minum teh dulu” that has a same meaning with a 
right time to drink a tea. 
f. Reduction 
Reduction is a type of translation technique that is to suppress a ST 
information item in the TT. 
Example: 
56/020/W 
ST: But Rabbit didn‟t. 
TT: Tapi bukan. 
 
The translator used reduction technique to translate this 
sentence. We can identify it from the ST “Rabbit” that did not 
translate into the TT.  
Example 2: 
57/020/W 
ST: “What if it‟s just someone with a little pot of honey for us?” 
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asked Pooh. 
TT: “Bagaimana kalau orang membawakan madu sepanci?” 
Tanya Pooh. 
The translator used reduction technique to translate it to TL. 
We can identify it from the SL “for us” that did not translate into 
TL. 
g. Transposition 
Transposition is done by adjusting the word structures or shifting 
the word classes. Transposition technique would result in the 
shifting of word classes, for example from noun to verb, or vice 
versa. Besides, transposition can also be applied in the level of 
units, such as from word to phrase, from simple sentence to 
complex sentence, and vice versa 
Example: 
51/018/W 
ST: Tap, tap, tap, went the noise. 
TT: Terdengar suara Tap, tap, tap. 
  The translator used transposition technique to translate it to 
TT. We can identify it from the SL “the noise” into TT “suara”. 
There is changing the level of units, from phrase to word. 
Example 2: 
  12/008/W 
ST: “But my mom wrote down the Stay-Safe Rules for me. 
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TT: “Tapi ibu selalu menuliskan aturan keselamatan untukku. 
The translator used transposition technique to translate it to 
TT. We can identify it from the ST “wrote down” into TT “selalu 
menuliskan”. There is adjusting the word structures. “Wrote down” 
in the SL is past form, meanwhile “selalu menuliskan” in the TL is 
present form.  
h. Variation 
Variation technique is the changing of linguistic unit that 
influences the linguistic variation. 
Example: 
14/010/W 
ST: “Can we learn the Stay-Safe Rules?” asked Pooh. 
TT: “Kita bisa nggak belajar aturan keselamatan?” Tanya Pooh.” 
 
Variation is changing linguistic unit that influences the 
linguistic variation. The translator translate “can we” into “kita bisa 
nggak”. 
  Example 2: 
  38/016/W 
ST: “It‟s nice to be friendly with friends,” smiled Piglet. 
TT: “Baik tahu kalau kita ramah kepada semua teman kita.” 
Piglet tersenyum. 
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Variation is changing linguistic unit that influences the 
linguistic variation. The translator, translate “it‟s nice” into “baik 
tahu”. 
2. Translation Quality by The Volunteer Translation  
a. The Analysis of Accuracy of the Translation 
  The accuracy of the translation is analyzed based on the score gave 
by two raters and based on the type of the sentences. The accuracy level 
of the translation is analyzed based on the end of the data result that 
delivered to the raters. The raters give score to each data based on the 
rating system that has been mentioned before in the chapter two. 
 2.1. Accurate Translation 
 The sentence are included in accurate translation if it has 
qualification such as meaning or message in words, phrase/sentence is 
accurately conveyed into the target language. 
 Example: 
 05/004/W 
ST: “My mom and dad say I‟m big enough now,” said Christopher 
Robin. 
TT: “Ibu dan Ayah bilang aku sudah besar,” kata Christopher Robin. 
 
From the table above, we can identify that all the raters gave highest 
score. It means that the meaning or message in this sentence can be 
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accurately conveyed into target text and children can easily be familiar 
or understand with the meaning. 
Example 2:  
86/029/W 
ST: Grandma gave me a bag of honey cookies to share with my 
friends,” said Christopher Robin. 
TT: “Nenek memberiku sekantong kue madu untuk dibagikan dengan 
teman-teman,” kata Christopher Robin 
 
  In this second example, raters also gave the highest score to the 
TT. It means that the translator successfully conveyed the meaning 
accurately to the target language and the children can easily be familiar or 
understand with the meaning. 
 
2.2. Less Accurate 
  The sentence are included in less accurate translation if it has 
qualification such as, meaning or message in words, phrase is less 
accurately conveyed into the target language. 
 Example: 
09/004/W 
ST: “Sure,” said Christopher Robin, “and it feels great to go out on 
your own sometimes.” 
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TT: “Tentu saja,” kata Christopher Robin. “dan keren ketika kamu 
pergi sendirian.” 
   The raters gave score 2, it means that this sentence categorized as 
a less accurate. The meaning and phrase is less accurately conveyed into 
the target language. It would be better if we reduce the word “saja”. 
 
Example 2: 
57/016/W 
ST: “What if it‟s just someone with a little pot of honey for us?” 
asked Pooh. 
TT: “Bagaimana kalau orang membawakan madu sepanci?” Tanya 
Pooh. 
  The raters gave score 2, it means that this sentence categorized as a 
less accurate. The translator, translate “a little pot of honey” with “madu 
sepanci” and the translator did not translate “for us” into TT. However, 
“madu sepanci” in English can categorized as a lot of honey, meanwhile in 
the ST, the honey is a little.        
2.3 Inaccurate 
  The sentence are included in inaccurate translation if the meaning 
or message in words, phrase/sentence is not accurately conveyed into the 
target text. 
Example: 
31/021/W 
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ST: “Thousands and thousands,” said Christopher Robin. 
TT: “Beratus-ratus.” Kata Christopher Robin. 
  The raters gave score 1 or the lowest score, it means that this 
sentence categorized as an inaccurate. It means that the message or 
phrase/sentence absolutely not accurately conveyed in to target text. 
Translator, translate the word “thousands and thousands” as a “beratus-
ratus”. As we know that “thousand” means “seribu”. Thus it should be 
replaced with “beribu-ribu”. 
b. The Analysis of Acceptability of the Translation 
  The acceptability of the translation is analyzed based on the score 
gave by two raters and based on the type of the sentences. The accuracy 
level of the translation is analyzed based on the end of the data result that 
delivered to the raters. The raters give score to each data based on the 
rating system that has been mentioned before in the chapter two. 
3.1 Acceptable 
  The sentence are included in acceptable translation if it has 
qualification such as meaning or message in words, phrase/sentence is 
acceptable culturally, grammatically, and contextually in target text. 
Example: 
 89/027/W 
ST: “The best in the whole world,” said Christopher Robin 
TT: “Yang paling enak didunia,” kata Christopher Robin 
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  The raters gave highest score means that the target text is 
acceptable culturally, grammatically, and contextually. In the previous 
dialogue, Christopher Robin brought a cookies from his grandma house 
and share it to Pooh, Piglet and Gopher and Piglet complementing the taste 
of the cookies.  
 Example 2: 
 70/025/W 
ST: I forget that I asked him to come over and fix my sign.” 
TT: Aku lupa bahwa aku memintanya datang dan membenahi papanku.” 
  In this second example, raters also gave the highest score. It means 
that translator conveyed the source text to the target text successfully, the 
sentence acceptable culturally, grammatically and contextually.  
3.2 Less acceptable 
  The sentence are included in less acceptable translation if the 
meaning or message in words, phrase/sentence is less acceptable 
culturally, grammatically, and contextually in target text. 
Example: 
83/029/W 
ST: “Always make sure you know the person at your door before you 
open it.” 
TT: “Selalu tanyakan siapa yang ada dibalik pintu sebelum kamu 
membukanya.” 
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  The raters gave score 2 to this sentence. The translator, translate 
“always make sure” into “selalu tanyakan”. It means that the sentence is 
less acceptable, culturally, grammatically, and contextually in TT. It would 
be better, if the TT replaced with “Selalu pastikan”. 
Example 2: 
33/012/W 
ST: But a few aren‟t.” 
TT: Tapi ada juga yang tidak. 
    
   For the second example, raters also gave score 2. The translator, 
translate word “a few” as a “ada juga”. It means that the sentence is less 
acceptable culturally, grammatically, and contextually in TT. It would be 
better if “few” translated into “beberapa”. 
3.3 Unacceptable 
  The sentence are included in unacceptable translation if the 
meaning or message in words, phrase/sentence is unacceptable culturally, 
grammatically, and contextually in target text. 
Example: 
07/004/W 
ST: Piglet‟s ears twitched so hard he had to pull them to make them 
stop. 
TT: Piglet bergetar keras sampai ia harus memeganginya 
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  The translator, translate “Piglet‟s ears twitched” into “Piglet 
bergetar”. It means that the sentence is less acceptable contextually in TT. 
It would be better, if the target text replaced with “Telinga Piglet 
bergetar”. 
C. The analysis of readability 
  The readability of the translation is analyzed based on the score 
gave by two raters and based on the type of the sentences. The readability 
level of the translation is analyzed based on the end of the data result that 
delivered to the raters. The raters give score to each data based on the 
rating system that has been mentioned before in the chapter two. 
4.1 Readable 
  The sentence are included in readable translation if the meaning or 
message in words, phrase/sentence is readable into the target text. 
Example: 
79/024/W 
ST: “Pooh, you really are a very clever bear,” said Christopher Robin. 
TT: “Pooh, kamu adalah beruang yang sangat pintar,” kata Christopher 
Robin. 
  
  The raters gave highest score to this sentence/phrase.  It means that 
the translator successfully conveyed the ST into readable TT. 
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Example 2: 
 02/002/W 
ST: “Where are you going?” asked Pooh. 
TT: “Kamu mau kemana?” tanya Pooh. 
 
  Likewise the first example, in this second example the raters gave 
highest score. It means that the translator conveyed the meaning/message 
into readable translation. 
4.2 Less readable 
   The sentence are included in readable translation if the meaning or 
message in words, phrase/sentence is less readable, the reader has to 
read more than one time into the target text. 
 Example: 
 67/026/W 
ST: Pooh started to giggle. 
TT: Pooh terkekeh. 
 
The raters gave score 2 to this sentence. It means that the children 
need more time to understand the mean/message. It would be better if 
“Pooh terkekeh” replaced with “Pooh mulai tertawa”, children more 
familiar with the word “tertawa” rather than “terkekeh”. 
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Example 2: 
38/016/W 
ST: “It‟s nice to be friendly with friends,” smiled Piglet. 
TT: “Baik tahu kalau kita ramah kepada semua teman kita.” Piglet 
tersenyum. 
  
 It means that the children need more time to understand the 
mean/message. It would be better if “Baik tahu” replaced with “Hal 
yang baik”. 
4.3 Unreadable 
 The sentence are included in unreadable translation if the meaning 
or message in words, phrase/sentence is not readable into the target 
text. 
Example: 
13/006/W 
ST: “Once you know them, being your own isn‟t scary at all.” 
TT: “Kalau kalian tahu, kamu pasti tidak akan takut sendirian.” 
 This sentence categorized as an unreadable translation if the 
meaning or message in words, phrase is not readable into TT and take 
a lot of time to understand the meaning. 
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3. The Analysis of Character Education 
According to Ministry of National Education Curriculum Center (2010: 
10), there are 18
th
 character education. However, the data analysis shows that 
there are 10 character education found in the data.  
a. Discipline  
Actions show orderly behavior and obey with various rules and 
regulations. 
Example: 
43/020/W 
ST: “I don‟t want to be late for supper!” 
TT: “Aku tak mau telat makan malam.” 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
discipline character. In the previous dialogue has been explained that 
Christopher Robin want to go to his grandma‟s house, however he have 
chit chat with Pooh and Piglet in the middle of his journey. 
Example 2: 
60/024/W 
ST: “What if it‟s someone we don‟t know? Remember what Christopher 
Robin said.” 
TT: “Bagaimana kalau itu orang yang tidak kita kenal? Ingatlah apa 
yang Christopher Robin katakan. 
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The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a discipline 
character. In this dialogue implying that Piglet remember and obey 
Christopher Robin advice to be aware with the strangers. 
b. Honest  
Behavior based on an attempt to make himself as a person who 
always trustworthy in word, action, and jobs. 
Example: 
11/006/W 
ST: “It was a little at first,” said Christopher Robin. 
TT: “Awalnya sih takut sedikit,” kata Christopher Robin. 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a honest 
character. In the previous dialogue, Piglet ask Christopher Robin how his 
feeling to go out alone and he admit it if he was little afraid at first. 
Christopher Robin shows a behavior that always trustworthy in a word. 
Example 2: 
63/024/W 
ST: “It‟s a very strange animal,” cried Piglet, “with a shiny yellow 
head and big round eyes!” 
TT: “Itu hewan yang asing,” rengek Piglet, “dengan kepala kuning 
terang dan mata bulat besar!” 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a honest 
character. Piglet told Pooh everything what she saw through the window. 
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c. Hard work  
Behaviors indicate a really effort to overcome various barriers in 
learning and assignments, as well as completing the task as well as 
possible. 
Example: 
66/026/W 
ST: The strange animal was hammering nails into a small board. 
TT: Hewan asing memaku papan kecil. 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a hard 
work character. In the next dialogue, Pooh realize that the strange animal 
is a Gopher. He came over to Pooh‟s house to fix Pooh‟s sign. 
 Example 2: 
07/006/W 
ST: Piglet‟s ears twitched so hard he had to pull them to make them stop. 
TT: Piglet bergetar keras sampai ia harus memeganginya 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a hard 
work character. Piglet shows an effort to make her ears twitched to stop. 
d. Curiosity  
 Attitudes and actions which seek to know deeper and spread of 
something learned, seen, and heard. 
Example: 
  02/004/W 
ST: “Where are you going?” asked Pooh. 
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TT: “Kamu mau kemana?” Tanya Pooh. 
 The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
curiosity character. In the previous dialogue, Christopher Robin hurried 
left to other place and Pooh want to know where he heading to. It means 
that Pooh want to know deeper about something 
Example 2: 
  81/027/W 
ST: “What did I do?” 
TT: “Apa yang ku lakukan?” 
 The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
curiosity character. In the previous dialogue, Christopher Robin gave 
complement to Pooh, and Pooh want to know what was he did that made 
Christopher Robin compliment his action. 
e. Appreciating the achievements 
Attitudes and actions that encourage him to produce something 
useful for society, and recognize and respect other people's success. 
Example: 
85/025/W 
ST: “Mmmm,” said Piglet, “your grandma makes yummy cookies.” 
TT: “Mmmm,” kata Piglet, “kuenya enak.” 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of an 
appreciating the achievement character. Piglet gave complement the 
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Christopher Robin‟s grandma cookies. It means that Piglet recognize and 
respect other people‟s success. 
Example 2: 
76/020/W 
ST: “Pooh, you really are a very clever bear,” said Christopher Robin. 
TT: “Pooh, kamu adalah beruang yang sangat pintar,” kata Christopher 
Robin. 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of an 
appreciating the achievement character. Christopher Robin gave Pooh a 
compliment, we can identify it from the word “clever” in the sentence. It 
means that Christopher Robin recognize and respect other people‟s 
success. 
f. Friendly and communicative 
Actions show a sense of fun to talk, hang out, and work together 
with others. 
Example: 
01/004/W 
ST: One fine day Winnie the Pooh and Piglet were sitting together in 
their Thoughtful Spot, and when they happened to look up, 
Christopher Robin was walking down the path. 
TT: Di hari yang cerah, Winnie The Pooh dan Piglet sedang duduk 
bersama di tempat yang tenang, kemudian datanglah Christopher 
Robin. 
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 The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
friendly and communicative character. We can identify it from the 
sentence “Pooh and Piglet were sitting together”. It shows the action of 
hang out with the other. 
Example 2: 
03/004/W 
ST: “To my grandma‟s house for supper,” said Christopher Robin.. 
TT: “Aku mau makan malam kerumah nenek.” 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
friendly and communicative character. We can identify it from the 
sentence that Christopher Robin has a nice relationship with his grandma. 
g. Responsible  
 Attitudes and behavior of people to do his duties, he should do, to 
himself, community, environment (natural, social and cultural), the 
country and god almighty one. 
  Example: 
71/024/W 
ST: “Is‟ssss all fixsssed,” whistled Gopher as Pooh opened the door. 
TT: “Sssudah bbbenaaar,” kata Gopher ketika Pooh membuka pintu. 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
responsible character. We can see from the sentence that Gopher shows a 
responsible action by fix Pooh‟s sign as an order. 
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Example 2: 
58/027/W 
ST: He started to open the door. 
TT: Dia kemudian membuka pintu. 
  The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
responsible character. As a house owner, Pooh has a responsibility to 
open his door when someone knocking off. 
h. Creative 
Think and do something to generate new ways or the result of 
something that has been owned. 
Example: 
61/024/W 
ST: Piglet pushed a chair over to Pooh‟s window. 
TT: Piglet mendorong kursi mendekati jendela. 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
creative character. We can identify it from Piglet‟s action. He wants to see 
what the source of the sound without open the door. 
i. Independence 
Attitudes and behavior that is not easy to depend on others to 
complete tasks. 
Example: 
06/004/W 
ST: “I know I can do it.” 
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TT: “Aku berani.” 
  The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of an 
independence character. The phrase implying that Christopher Robin brave 
enough to go out of the Wood by himself. It means that he is not easy 
depends to others. 
Example 2: 
09/006/W 
ST: “Sure,” said Christopher Robin, “and it feels great to go out on your 
own sometimes.” 
TT: ”Tentu saja,” kata Christopher Robin. “dan keren ketika kamu pergi 
sendirian.” 
 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of an 
independence character. Christopher Robin want to suggesting Piglet that 
isn‟t bad for him to go out alone and not relying to other too much. 
j. Democratic 
Ways of thinking, being attitude and acting which assesses the 
same rights and obligations of himself and others. 
 Example: 
15/008/W 
ST: “Maybe you can, Pooh,” said Piglet. 
TT: “Mungkin, Pooh.” Kata Piglet 
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The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
democratic character. Christopher Robin persuades Pooh that he can learn 
the same thing as Christopher Robin although they has different kind and 
size. 
 Example 2:  
17/008/W 
ST: “You are small,” Christopher Robin said, “but you can learn to stay 
safe, too. 
TT: “Kamu kecil,” kata Christopher Robin, “tapi kamu bisa belajar 
menyelamatkan diri. 
The raters categorized this sentence as a representation of a 
democratic character. Christopher Robin shows an attitude that every 
creature is equal and has a same right to learn everything. 
 
B. Discussion 
 In the discussion, the researcher discussed the results, some 
theories concerning the technique, quality, character education in the 
children‟s book entitled Safe at Home With Pooh and the result of the 
previous study that has a similar topic and result. The result of the researcher 
question was present in the research finding and the data that was found 
would discuss in the discussion. The discussion would discuss the findings 
of the research questions, the researcher question was what kinds of 
translation techniques in translating children‟s book from English to 
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Indonesian that used by the volunteer translator, how is the translation 
quality done by the volunteer translation and what is character education that 
can be taken from this children‟s book. 
1. The Kinds of Translation Techniques in Translating Children‟s 
Book from English to Indonesian That Used by The Volunteer 
Translation 
  According to Molina and Albir (2002: 509) there are 
consist of 18 translation technique. However, the data analysis shows 
that there are 8 techniques found in the total 95 data. They are: 
amplification, borrowing, compensation, generalization, literal, 
modulation, reduction, transposition, variation. The frequency of the 
techniques used in the data and the total frequency of the techniques 
found can be counted with percentage. The percentage of the 
translation techniques can be counted with the following formula: 
 
           
                               
                                            
      
 
 
 The percentage of each techniques as follows: (1) 
amplification occurs 2 times and represents 2.1%, (2) borrowing 
occurs 1 times and represent 1.1%, (3) generalization occurs 4 times 
and represent 4.2%, (4) literal translation occurs 58 times and 
represent 61%, (5) modulation occurs 7 times and represent 7.4%, (6) 
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reduction occurs 18 times and represent 19%, (7) transposition occurs 
2 times and represent 2.1%, (8) variation occurs 3 times and represent 
3.1%. 
 
 Table 4.1: Translation Techniques Percentage 
No Techniques Frequency Percentage 
1 Amplification 2 2.1% 
2 Borrowing 1 1.1% 
3 Generalization 4 4.2% 
4 Literal Translation 58 61% 
5 Modulation 7 7.4% 
6 Reduction 18 19% 
7 Transportation 2 2.1% 
8 Variation 3 3.1% 
Total 95 100% 
 
 From the table above, it can be concluded that literal 
translation is a technique that most used by the volunteer translator. In 
line with the result, in the previous study that was conducted by Maisa 
(2014) in her research entitled “The Analysis of Translation 
Technique of Children Story: “Lila, The Clumsy Witch””. The result 
of the research is the same, with the highest percentage of the 
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translation technique is literal translation with the percentage number 
61.5% from 67 data.  
Literal translation is regarded as the most preferred technique 
that applied by the translator in translating children‟s book. That 
technique is simple and easier to translate text from English to 
Indonesian.   
2. Translation Quality Done By The Volunteer Translation 
  Based on the analysis data, then the researcher makes the 
conclusion whether the translation of “Safe at Home With Pooh” is a 
good quality or not. It can be assuming the book as a good quality if 
the accurate, acceptable and readability data is more than the 
inaccurate, unacceptable and unreadable data.  
Here is the result: 
a. Accuracy 
 Based on total 95 data, accurate texts occurs 84 times and 
represent 88.4%, less accurate data occurs 10 times and 
represent 10.5%, meanwhile inaccurate text data only occurs 1 
times and represent 1.1%. 
 
  Table 4.2: Translation Quality (Accuracy) Percentage 
No Quality Frequency Percentage 
1 Accurate 84 88.4% 
2 Less Accurate 10 10.5% 
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3 Inaccurate 1 1.1% 
Total 95 100% 
 
b. Acceptable 
 Based on  total 95 data, acceptable texts occurs 87 times 
and represent 91.5%, less acceptable texts occurs 7 times and 
represent 7.4%, meanwhile unacceptable text only occurs 1 
times and represent 1.1%. 
 
  Table 4.3: Translation Quality (Acceptability) Percentage 
No Quality Frequency Percentage 
1 Acceptable 87 91.5% 
2 Less Acceptable 7 7.4% 
3 Unacceptable 1 1.1% 
Total 95 100% 
 
c. Readable 
 Based on  total  95 data, readable text occurs 90  times and 
represent 94.7%, less readable occurs 4.2% and represent 4.2%, 
meanwhile unreadable text only occurs 1 times and represent 
1.1%. 
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  Table 4.4: Translation Quality (Readability) Percentage 
No Quality Frequency Percentage 
1 Readable 90 94.7% 
2 Less Readable 4 4.2% 
3 Unreadable 1 1.1% 
Total 95 100% 
 
 Based on the table translation above, it can be conclude that 
Safe at Home With Pooh categorized as a children‟s book that 
has a good quality. 
 In line with the result, the research in the previous study 
that conducted by Yogi Rohana, Riyadi Santosa, Djatmika 
(2017) in their research entitled “Gaya Bahasa, Teknik 
Penerjemahan, Dan Kualitas Terjemahan Dalam Dongeng 
Disney Dwi bahasa Berjudul Cinderella: My Bedtime Story 
Dan Tinkerbell And The Great Fairy Rescue” show the similar 
result. Both of Cinderella‟s story and Tinkerbell And The Great 
Fairy Rescue‟s story has a good quality because the amount of 
acceptable, accurate and readable sentences are higher that the 
unacceptable, inaccurate and unreadable sentences. 
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3. Character Education That Can be Taken from This Children‟s 
Book 
  According to Ministry of National Education Curriculum 
Center (2010: 10), there are 18
th
 character education. However, the 
data analysis shows that there are 10 character education found in the 
data, as follows: (1) Appreciating  the achievement occurs 9 times and 
represent 9.5%,  (2) honest occurs 11 times and represent 11.6%, (3) 
friendly and communicative occurs 18 times and represent 18.9%, (4) 
discipline occurs 16 times and represent 16.8%, (5) hard work occurs 4 
times and represent 4.2%, (6) creative occurs 1 times and represent 
1.1%, (7) independence occurs 2 times and represent 2.1%, (8) 
democratic occurs 2 times and  represent 2.1%, (9) responsible occurs 
4 times and represent 4.2%,(10) curiosity occurs 28 times and 
represent 29.4%. 
Table 4.5: Character Education Percentage 
No Charter Education Frequency Percentage 
1 Appreciating The 
Achievement 
9 9.5% 
2 Honest 11 11.6% 
3 Friendly And Communicative 18 18.9% 
4 Discipline 16 16.8% 
5 Hard Work 4 4.2% 
6 Creative 1 1.1% 
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7 Independence 2 2.1% 
8 Democratic 2 2.1% 
9 Responsible 4 4.2% 
10 Curiosity 28 29.5% 
Total 95 100% 
 
 Beside have a good visualization, this book also has a good 
lesson for the children. Based on the table above, it can be seen that 
curiosity character has a highest percentage with 29.5%. It supposes that 
after read this book, children would have a curiosity about everything in 
their surround as a represent in the dialogue. This book also suitable to 
increase a friendly and communicative character in children, it has a 
percentage number 18.9%. Besides curiosity and friendly and 
communicative, this book also has a high percentage in discipline 
character. Indeed, children supposedly would have imitating this character 
as represent in the dialogue. However, despite the advantages that 
researcher mention earlier. This book is not suitable to stimulate children 
creativity. It can be seen that creative character only showed once and has 
a percentage 1.1%. 
 This book itself is a one of eleven series of My Very First 
Winnie The Pooh, which is a books for pre-school students. However, 
with the result above, this book is worthy to read and suitable for the 
children. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This chapter presents conclusions of the study and suggestions on the basis 
of the result of the study. 
A. Conclusion 
After all the data analyzed accurately based on the research result, 
the researcher wrote some conclusion. Furthermore, the results of the 
research find that the volunteer translator used 8 translation techniques to 
translate “Safe at Home With Pooh” children‟s book. Additionally, this 
book also has a good quality of translation because the amount of 
acceptable, accurate and readable sentences is higher that the 
unacceptable, inaccurate and unreadable sentences. Furthermore, this book 
has a good lesson to children, that proven by the found of 10 character 
education that occurs in this book. 
 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the findings that presented in the previous chapter, the 
researcher would like to propose some suggestion, for the Ganesa Library 
to provide more of kind of this book, hence the children will has a lot of 
good lesson and a volunteer translator can gain a new experience to 
translate the children book. To the volunteer translator, it is important to 
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explore different translation techniques to make the translated text clear 
and has a good quality. To the further researcher, I hope this research has a 
beneficial and a lead to make development to the translation study. 
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y mom and‟ dad. say I‟m 
bi9 enou9ll now," said Christopher 
Robin.. “.I know I can do .it.” 
Piglet‟s ears twitched .so, hard 
he had to pull on them to make 
them stop. “.Is-is it safe?” 
“Sure,” said Christopher Robin,. “and it feels 
great. to 9o .out on your own .sometimes. 
“N.ot scary?” asked Pi9let. 
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t tros a liCle at first, ” said. ,Christopher Robin. 
“.But my mom wrote .dowri the Stay-Safe Rules 
for me. .Once you know fern, bein9 on qour own 
isn‟t scary at ah.” 
“Can we learn ie Stay-Safe Rules.*” 
asked Pooh. 
“Maybe qou can, Pooh, ” said Pi9let, “but 
it.’s too .hard for a very small,anima1, like me 
.to stay s!afe..” 
“You are small,.” Christopher Robin 
said, “but you can .learn to .stay safe, 
too. The most .important. %ing 
to remember is—don‟t ever 
talk to. strangers. 
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“ W e can’t tel1,1e difference between a qo 
stranger and a bad.stranger just by lookin9 ,” sa] 
Christopher Robin, “so we .should never talk to 
a:n!y s!ran9ers. 
“That doesn‟t sound very: friendlq, ” .said Po 
“You can always be .!friendly wit, your 
friends,” said Christopher Robin. 
“Tt‟s. nice to be friendly with friends, ” 
 
“Yes,” sai;l Christopher .Robin. 
*nut you should never 
be JrienAy .with 
:strangers. 
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My Very First Winnie The Pooh 
Safe at Home With Pooh (Baik-baik dirumah dengan Pooh) 
M. Zaenal Muttaqien 
 
Datum Data Quality Technique 
 
Character 
Education 3 2 1 
1.  One fine day Winnie the Pooh and Piglet were 
sitting together in their Thoughtful Spot, and when 
they happened to look up, Christopher Robin was 
walking down the path. 
 √  Literal 
Reduction 
Generalization 
Friendly 
Di hari yang cerah, Winnie The Pooh dan Piglet 
sedang duduk bersama di tempat yang tenang, 
kemudian datanglah Christopher Robin. 
2.  “Where are you going?” asked Pooh. √   Reduction Curiosity 
“Kamu mau kemana?” Tanya Pooh. 
3.  “To my grandma‟s house for supper,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal Communicative 
“Aku mau makan malam ke rumah nenek.” 
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4.  “You‟re going out of the Hundred-Acre Wood, b-by 
yourself?” asked Piglet. 
 √  Generalization Hard Worker 
“Kamu lewat hutan lebat sendirian?” Tanya Piglet 
5.  “My mom and dad say I‟m big enough now,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal 
Reduction 
Responsibility 
“Ibu dan Ayah bilang aku sudah besar,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
6.  “I know I can do it.”  √  Modulation Responsibility 
“Aku berani.” 
7.  Piglet‟s ears twitched so hard he had to pull them to 
make them stop. 
 √  Reduction Hardworker 
Piglet bergetar keras sampai ia harus memeganginya 
8.  “Is-is it safe?” √   Literal Curiosity 
“Aman kah?” 
9.  “Sure,” said Christopher Robin, “and it feels great to 
go out on your own sometimes.” 
 √  Amplification 
Reduction 
Appreciating 
”Tentu saja,” kata Christopher Robin. “dan keren 
ketika kamu pergi sendirian.” 
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10.  “Not scary?” asked Piglet.   √ Amplification 
Modulation 
Curiosity 
“Kamu tidak takut?” tanya Piglet. 
11.  “It was a little at first,” said Christopher Robin. √   Amplification Honest 
“Awalnya sih takut sedikit,” kata Christopher Robin. 
12.  “But my mom wrote down the Stay-Safe Rules for 
me. 
√   Transposition Responsibility 
“Tapi ibu selalu menuliskan aturan keselamatan 
untukku. 
13.  Once you know them, being your own isn‟t scary at 
all.” 
  √ Modulation Appreciating 
Kalau kalian tahu, kamu pasti tidak akan takut 
sendirian.” 
14.  “Can we learn the Stay-Safe Rules?” asked Pooh. √   Literal 
Generalization 
Curiosity 
“Kita bisa nggak belajar aturan keselamatan?” Tanya 
Pooh.” 
15.  “Maybe you can, Pooh,” said Piglet √   Reduction 
 
Democratic 
“Mungkin, Pooh.” Kata Piglet 
16.  “but it‟s too hard for very small animal like me to  √  Generalization Love Peace 
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stay safe.” 
“tapi hewan sepertiku sepertinya susah untuk 
selamat.” 
17.  “You are small,” Christopher Robin said, “but you 
can learn to stay safe, too. 
√   Literal 
Reduction 
Discipline 
“Kamu kecil,” kata Christopher Robin, “tapi kamu 
bisa belajar menyelamatkan diri. 
18.  The most important thing to remember is˗˗˗don‟t 
ever talk to strangers.” 
√   Literal 
Reduction 
Discipline 
Hal yang paling penting adalah˗˗˗kamu tidak boleh 
berbicara dengan orang asing.” 
19.  “You mean people who look strange?” asked Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Maksudmu orang yang terlihat asing?” Tanya Pooh. 
20.  “Silly old bear,” said Christopher Robin, “a strangers 
is someone you don‟t know.” 
√   Compensation Appreciating 
“Beruang yang lucu,” kata Christopher Robin, 
“orang asing maksudnya orang yang tidak kamu 
kenal.” 
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21.  “I do know Piglet,” said Pooh. √   Literal Honest 
Aku kenal Piglet,” kata Pooh. 
22.  “And Piglet knows me.” √   Modulation Honest 
“Dan Piglet kenal aku.” 
23.  “Right,” said Christopher Robin, “and we all know 
Tigger, Owl, Rabbit, Gopher, Kanga, and Roo.” 
√   Literal Honest 
“Benar.” Kata Christopher Robin, “dan kita semua 
kenal Tigger, Owl, Rabbit, Gopher, Kanga, dan 
Roo.” 
24.  “And Eeyore,” said Piglet. √   Literal Honest 
“Dan Eeyore,” kata Piglet. 
25.  “And Eeyore,” added Christopher Robin quickly. √   Literal Honest 
“Dan Eeyore,” kata Christopher Robin dengan cepat. 
26.  “They are not strangers.” √   Literal Honest 
“Mereka bukanlah orang asing.” 
27.  “Why can‟t we talk to people we don‟t know?” 
asked Piglet. 
√   Literal Curiosity 
“Kenapa kita tidak boleh berbicara dengan orang 
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asing?” Tanya Piglet. 
28.  “Are they d-dangerous?”   √  Transposition Curiosity 
“Mereka bahaya?” 
29.  “Outside the Hundred-Acre Wood there are many, 
many people,” said Christopher Robin. 
 √  Generalization 
Literal 
Social Care 
“Diluar sana, banyak orang, banyak sekali,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
30.  “Hundreds?” asked Pooh.  √  Particylarizatio
n 
Social Care 
“Seratus?” Tanya Pooh. 
31.  “Thousands and thousand,” said Christopher Robin.   √ Generalization Social Care 
“Beratus-ratus.” Kata Christopher Robin. 
32.  “Most strangers are nice.   √  Amplification Social Care 
“Kebanyakan dari orang asing adalah orang baik. 
33.  But a few aren‟t.”  √  Generalization Social Care 
Tapi ada juga yang tidak. 
34.  “How can we tell who‟s not nice?” asked Pooh. √   Modulation Curiosity 
“Bagaimana kita tahu dia tidak baik?” 
35.  “We can‟t tell the difference between a good  √  Generalization Social Care 
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stranger and a bad stranger just by looking,” said 
Christopher Robin, “so we should never talk to any 
strangers.” 
“Kita tidak tahu perbedaan antara orang asing yang 
baik dan yang tidak jika hanya melihat,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
36.  “That doesn‟t sound very friendly,” said Pooh.   √ Literal Curiosity 
“Tapi itu tidak ramah,” kata Pooh. 
37.  “You can always be friendly with your friends,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
 √  Literal Social Care 
“Kamu bisa selalu ramah kepada teman-temanmu,” 
kata Christopher Robin. 
38.  “It‟s nice to be friendly with friends,” smiled Piglet.   √ Generalization Friendly 
“Baik tahu kalau kita ramah kepada semua teman 
kita.” Piglet tersenyum. 
39.  “Yes,” said Christopher Robin. √   Literal Friendly 
“Iya,” kata Christopher Robin. 
40.  “But you should never be friendly with strangers.”  √  Amplification Discipline 
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“tapi kamu tak perlu ramah pada semua orang 
asing.” 
41.  “Never….,” muttered Pooh thoughtfully. √   Reduction Discipline 
“Jangan pernah…,” komat Pooh. 
42.  “We can talk more later,” said Christopher Robin, 
hurrying off. 
 √  Modulation Tolerance 
“Cukup dulu ya!” kata Robin cepat. 
43.  “I don‟t want to be late for supper!” √   Literal Discipline 
“Aku tak mau telat makan malam.” 
44.  Well, the word “supper” reminded Pooh that he did 
not want to be late for his supper, either, so he 
invited Piglet over for honey and haycorns. 
 √  Reduction Social Care 
Lalu kata “makan malam” mengingatkan Pooh untuk 
tidak telat makan malam juga, ia lalu mengajak 
Piglet untuk minum madu dan jagung manis. 
45.  Pooh was just beginning his third pot of honey when 
Piglet looked up suddenly and listened. 
 √  Compensation 
Amplification 
Curiosity 
Pooh sedang meminum gelas ketiganya yang berisi 
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madu lalu Piglet tiba-tiba melihat dan mendengar 
sesuatu. 
46.  “W-what was that?” asked Piglet. √   Literal Curiosity 
“A-apa itu?” tanyanya. 
47.  “That‟s exactly what I was wondering,” said Pooh.  √  Reduction Curiosity 
“Aku pun bertanya-tanya.” Kata Pooh. 
48.  Oh, Pooh,” said Piglet, “do you think it‟s a-a… a 
stranger?” 
√   Modulation Curiosity 
“Oh, Pooh,” kata Piglet. “Mungkinkah itu o-o-orang 
asing?” 
49.  “It may be,” said Pooh.  √   Compensation Curiosity 
“Mungkin saja,” kata Pooh.  
50.  “Sometimes it is, and sometimes it isn‟t.”  √  Calque Curiosity 
“Bisa iya, bisa tidak.” 
51.  Tap, tap, tap, went the noise. √   Transposition Curiosity 
Terdengar suara Tap, tap, tap. 
52.  “I think it‟s someone knocking at the door,” said 
Piglet. 
√   Literal Curiosity 
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“Ku piker ada orang yang mengetuk pintu,” kata 
Piglet. 
53.  “Is that you, Tigger?” called Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Apa itu kamu, Tigger?” panggil Pooh. 
54.  But it wasn‟t. √   Reduction Curiosity 
Tapi bukan. 
55.  “Come in, Rabbit!” he said. √   Literal Social Care 
“Masuklah Rabbit!” katanya. 
56.  But Rabbit didn‟t.   √ Reduction Curiosity 
Tapi bukan. 
57.  “What if it‟s just someone with a little pot of honey 
for us?” asked Pooh. 
 √  Reduction Curiosity 
“Bagaimana kalau orang membawakan madu 
sepanci?” Tanya Pooh. 
58.  He started to open the door. √   Compensation Social Care 
Dia kemudian membuka pintu. 
59.  “No!” cried Piglet. √   Literal Discipline 
“Jangan!” rengek Piglet. 
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60.  “What if it‟s someone we don‟t know? Remember 
what Christopher Robin said.” 
√   Literal Discipline 
“Bagaimana kalau itu orang yang tidak kita kenal? 
Ingatlah apa yang Christopher Robin katakan. 
61.  Piglet pushed a chair over to Pooh‟s window.  √  Generalization Creative 
Piglet mendorong kursi mendekati jendela. 
62.  He stood on tiptoe and peeked out. √   Literal Creative/Curiosit
y Dia berdiri menjinjit dan mengintip. 
63.  “It‟s a very strange animal,” cried Piglet, “with a 
shiny yellow head and big round eyes!” 
√   Literal 
Reduction 
Honest 
“Itu hewan yang asing,” rengek Piglet,  “dengan 
kepala kuning terang dan mata bulat besar!” 
64.  Pooh looked, too. √   Literal Curiosity 
Pooh pun menengok. 
65.  Bang, bang, bang.   √ Borrowing Hard Worker 
Bang, bang, bang. 
66.  The strange animal was hammering nails into a 
small board. 
√   Literal Hard Worker 
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Hewan asing memaku papan kecil. 
67.  Pooh started to giggle.  √  Reduction Love Peace 
Pooh terkekeh. 
68.  “He certainly looks strange, but he‟s not a stranger.  √  Reduction Love Peace 
“Dia terlihat asing tapi sebenarnya tidak. 
69.  That‟s Gopher. √   Literal Love Peace 
Dia Ghopher. 
70.  I forget that I asked him to come over and fix my 
sign.” 
√   Literal Responsibility 
Aku lupa bahwa aku memintanya datang dan 
membenahi papnku.” 
71.  “Is‟ssss all fixsssed,” whistled Gopher as Pooh 
opened the door. 
 √  Generalization 
Compensation 
Responsible 
“Sssudah bbbenaaar,” kata Gopher ketika Pooh 
membuka pintu. 
 
72.  “Thank you, Gopher,” said Pooh. √   Literal Appreciating 
“Terimakasih, Gopher,” kata Pooh. 
73.  “Won‟t you come in for a cup of tea?” √   Literal Social Care 
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“Maukah kamu meminum secangkir the?” 
74.  “I could cccertainly ussse a sssip,” said Gopher, 
pulling off his hard hat and goggles and wiping his 
brow. 
 √  Reduction Social Care 
“Aku mmmaau! 
75.  Pooh opened the door. √   Literal Social Care 
Pooh membuka pintu. 
76.  “Pooh, you really are a very clever bear,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal 
Reduction 
Appreciating 
“Pooh, kamu adalah beruang yang sangat pintar,” 
kata Christopher Robin. 
77.  “I am?” asked Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Aku” Tanya Pooh. 
78.  “What did I do?”  √   Literal Curiosity 
“Apa yang kulakukan?” 
79.  “You‟ve learned another of the Stay-Safe Rules all 
by yourself,” said Christopher Robin. 
 √  Generalization 
Reduction 
Appreciating 
“Kamu sudah mempelajari aturan aman yang lain,” 
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kata Cgristopher Robin. 
80.  “Always make sure you know the person at your 
door before you open it.” 
 √  Modulation Discipline 
“Selalu tanyakan siapa yang ada dibalik pintu 
sebelum kamu membukanya.” 
81.  “I had a little help from my friend, Piglet,” said 
Pooh. 
  √ Modulation Social Care 
“Aku tahu dsedikit dari temanku, Piglet,” kata Pooh. 
82.  Piglet smiled proudly. √   Literal Responsibility 
Piglet tersenyum bangga. 
83.  Grandma gave me a bag of honey cookies to share 
with my friends,” said Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal Social Care 
“Nenek memberiku sekantong kue madu untuk 
dibagikan dengan teman-teman,” kata Christopher 
Robin. 
84.  “Jussst in time for tea,” said Gopher.  √  Modulation Social Care 
“Mmminum teh dulu,” kata Gopher. 
85.  “Mmmm,” said Piglet, “your grandma makes  √  Modulation Appreciating 
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yummy cookies.” 
“Mmmm,” kata Piglet, “kuenya enak.” 
86.  “The best in the whole world,” said Christopher 
Robin. 
√   Literal Appreciating 
“Yang paling enak didunia,” kata Christopher Robin. 
87.  “Can we have more, tomorrow?” munched Pooh.  √  Literal Curiosity 
“Kita bisa minta lagi besok?” kata Pooh sambil 
mengunyah. 
88.  “Now that you know the Stay-Safe Rules,” said 
Christopher Robin, “you can come along to 
Grandma‟s house, and we can ask her together!” 
 √  Literal 
Generalization 
Responsibility 
“Sekarang kamu sudah tahu aturan aman,” kata 
Christopher Robin, “kamu bisa ke rumah nenekku, 
kita mintasama-sama!” 
89.  CHRISTOPHER ROBIN‟S STAY-SAFE RULES √   Literal Discipline 
ATURAN AMAN CHRISTOPHER ROBIN 
90.  Don‟t talk to strangers.  √  Literal Discipline 
Tidak berbicara pada orang asing. 
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91.  Never open your door to a stranger.  √  Literal Discipline 
Tidak membuka pintu kepada orang asing. 
92.  Never take a present from a stranger.  √  Literal Discipline 
Tidak mengambil hadiah dari orang asing. 
93.  Never take a ride with a stranger.  √  Generalization Discipline 
Tidak bepergian dengan orang asing. 
94.  If a stranger does try to talk to you or touch you, yell 
“NO!” run away, and tell a grown-up you trust as 
soon as you can. 
 √  Reduction Discipline 
Jika orang asing mencoba berbicara padamu atau 
memegangmu, teriak “TIDAK” lalu berlarilah ke 
orang dewasa yang kamu percaya 
95.  And remember, if you‟re going somewhere, it‟s 
always friendlier and safer to go with someone you 
know. 
 √  Reduction Discipline 
Ingat! Lebih baik bepergian dengan orang yang 
kamu kena, itu lebih ramah dan aman. 
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My Very First Winnie The Pooh 
Safe at Home With Pooh (Baik-baik dirumah dengan Pooh) 
Arkin Haris S. Pd. M.Hum 
 
Datum Data Quality Technique 
 
Character education 
3 2 1 
1.  One fine day Winnie the Pooh and Piglet were 
sitting together in their Thoughtful Spot, and when 
they happened to look up, Christopher Robin was 
walking down the path. √  
 Reduction  Friendly 
Di hari yang cerah, Winnie The Pooh dan Piglet 
sedang duduk bersama di tempat yang tenang, 
kemudian datanglah Christopher Robin. 
2.  “Where are you going?” asked Pooh. 
√ 
  Literal Curiosity 
“Kamu mau kemana?” Tanya Pooh. 
3.  “To my grandma‟s house for supper,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
 
√ 
 Literal Communicative 
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“Aku mau makan malam ke rumah nenek.” 
4.  “You‟re going out of the Hundred-Acre Wood, b-
by yourself?” asked Piglet. √ 
  Generalization Curiosity 
“Kamu lewat hutan lebat sendirian?” Tanya Piglet 
5.  “My mom and dad say I‟m big enough now,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
√ 
  Literal Responsibility 
“Ibu dan Ayah bilang aku sudah besar,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
6.  “I know I can do it.” 
√ 
  Compensation Independence 
“Aku berani.” 
7.  Piglet‟s ears twitched so hard he had to pull them 
to make them stop. 
  
√ 
Reduction Hard Work 
Piglet bergetar keras sampai ia harus 
memeganginya 
8.  “Is-is it safe?”  
√ 
 Literal Curiosity 
“Aman kah?” 
9.  “Sure,” said Christopher Robin, “and it feels great 
to go out on your own sometimes.” 
 
√ 
 Reduction Independence 
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”Tentu saja,” kata Christopher Robin. “dan keren 
ketika kamu pergi sendirian.” 
10.  “Not scary?” asked Piglet. √   Amplification Curiosity 
“Kamu tidak takut?” tanya Piglet. 
11.  “It was a little at first,” said Christopher Robin. √   Amplification Honest 
“Awalnya sih takut sedikit,” kata Christopher 
Robin. 
12.  “But my mom wrote down the Stay-Safe Rules for 
me. 
√ 
  Literal Responsibility 
“Tapi ibu selalu menuliskan aturan keselamatan 
untukku. 
13.  Once you know them, being your own isn‟t scary 
at all.” 
 
√ 
 Modulation Appreciating 
Kalau kalian tahu, kamu pasti tidak akan takut 
sendirian.” 
14.  “Can we learn the Stay-Safe Rules?” asked Pooh. 
√ 
  Variation Curiosity 
“Kita bisa nggak belajar aturan keselamatan?” 
Tanya Pooh.” 
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15.  “Maybe you can, Pooh,” said Piglet 
√ 
  Reduction  Democratic 
“Mungkin, Pooh.” Kata Piglet 
16.  “but it‟s too hard for very small animal like me to 
stay safe.” 
√ 
  Literal Honest 
“tapi hewan sepertiku sepertinya susah untuk 
selamat.” 
17.  “You are small,” Christopher Robin said, “but you 
can learn to stay safe, too. 
√ 
  Literal Democratic 
“Kamu kecil,” kata Christopher Robin, “tapi kamu 
bisa belajar menyelamatkan diri. 
18.  The most important thing to remember is˗˗˗don‟t 
ever talk to strangers.” 
 
√ 
 Reduction Discipline 
Hal yang paling penting adalah˗˗˗kamu tidak boleh 
berbicara dengan orang asing.” 
19.  “You mean people who look strange?” asked 
Pooh. 
√ 
  Literal Curiosity 
“Maksudmu orang yang terlihat asing?” Tanya 
Pooh. 
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20.  “Silly old bear,” said Christopher Robin, “a 
strangers is someone you don‟t know.” 
 
√ 
 Compensation Appreciating 
“Beruang yang lucu,” kata Christopher Robin, 
“orang asing maksudnya orang yang tidak kamu 
kenal.” 
21.  “I do know Piglet,” said Pooh. √   Literal Honest 
Aku kenal Piglet,” kata Pooh. 
22.  “And Piglet knows me.” 
√ 
  Literal Honest 
“Dan Piglet kenal aku.” 
23.  “Right,” said Christopher Robin, “and we all know 
Tigger, Owl, Rabbit, Gopher, Kanga, and Roo.” 
√   Literal Honest 
“Benar.” Kata Christopher Robin, “dan kita semua 
kenal Tigger, Owl, Rabbit, Gopher, Kanga, dan 
Roo.” 
24.  “And Eeyore,” said Piglet. √   Literal Honest 
“Dan Eeyore,” kata Piglet. 
25.  “And Eeyore,” added Christopher Robin quickly. 
√ 
  Literal Honest 
“Dan Eeyore,” kata Christopher Robin dengan 
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cepat. 
26.  “They are not strangers.” √   Literal Honest 
“Mereka bukanlah orang asing.” 
27.  “Why can‟t we talk to people we don‟t know?” 
asked Piglet. 
√ 
  Compensation Curiosity 
“Kenapa kita tidak boleh berbicara dengan orang 
asing?” Tanya Piglet. 
28.  “Are they d-dangerous?”  
√ 
  Literal Curiosity 
“Mereka bahaya?” 
29.  “Outside the Hundred-Acre Wood there are many, 
many people,” said Christopher Robin. 
√ 
  Generalization Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Diluar sana, banyak orang, banyak sekali,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
30.  “Hundreds?” asked Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Seratus?” Tanya Pooh. 
31.  “Thousands and thousand,” said Christopher 
Robin. 
  √ Generalization Curiosity 
“Beratus-ratus.” Kata Christopher Robin. 
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32.  “Most strangers are nice.  
√ 
  Literal Curiosity 
“Kebanyakan dari orang asing adalah orang baik. 
33.  But a few aren‟t.”  √  Generalization Curiosity 
Tapi ada juga yang tidak. 
34.  “How can we tell who‟s not nice?” asked Pooh. 
√ 
  Modulation Curiosity 
“Bagaimana kita tahu dia tidak baik?” 
35.  “We can‟t tell the difference between a good 
stranger and a bad stranger just by looking,” said 
Christopher Robin, “so we should never talk to any 
strangers.” √ 
  Reduction Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Kita tidak tahu perbedaan antara orang asing yang 
baik dan yang tidak jika hanya melihat,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
36.  “That doesn‟t sound very friendly,” said Pooh. √   Reduction Friendly and 
Communicative “Tapi itu tidak ramah,” kata Pooh. 
37.  “You can always be friendly with your friends,” 
said Christopher Robin. √ 
  Literal Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Kamu bisa selalu ramah kepada teman-
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temanmu,” kata Christopher Robin. 
38.  “It‟s nice to be friendly with friends,” smiled 
Piglet. 
 √  Variation Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Baik tahu kalau kita ramah kepada semua teman 
kita.” Piglet tersenyum. 
39.  “Yes,” said Christopher Robin. √   Literal Friendly and 
Communicative “Iya,” kata Christopher Robin. 
40.  “But you should never be friendly with strangers.” √   Literal Discipline 
“tapi kamu tak perlu ramah pada semua orang 
asing.” 
41.  “Never….,” muttered Pooh thoughtfully. √   Reduction Discipline 
“Jangan pernah…,” komat Pooh. 
42.  “We can talk more later,” said Christopher Robin, 
hurrying off. 
√   Variation Discipline 
“Cukup dulu ya!” kata Robin cepat. 
43.  “I don‟t want to be late for supper!” √   Literal Discipline 
“Aku tak mau telat makan malam.” 
44.  Well, the word “supper” reminded Pooh that he √   Reduction Friendly and 
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did not want to be late for his supper, either, so he 
invited Piglet over for honey and haycorns. 
communicative 
Lalu kata “makan malam” mengingatkan Pooh 
untuk tidak telat makan malam juga, ia lalu 
mengajak Piglet untuk minum madu dan jagung 
manis. 
45.  Pooh was just beginning his third pot of honey 
when Piglet looked up suddenly and listened. 
√   Literal Friendly and 
Communicative 
Pooh sedang meminum gelas ketiganya yang berisi 
madu lalu Piglet tiba-tiba melihat dan mendengar 
sesuatu. 
46.  “W-what was that?” asked Piglet. √   Literal Curiosity 
“A-apa itu?” tanyanya. 
47.  “That‟s exactly what I was wondering,” said Pooh. √   Reduction Curiosity 
“Aku pun bertanya-tanya.” Kata Pooh. 
48.  Oh, Pooh,” said Piglet, “do you think it‟s a-a… a 
stranger?” 
√   Compensation Curiosity 
“Oh, Pooh,” kata Piglet. “Mungkinkah itu o-o-
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orang asing?” 
49.  “It may be,” said Pooh.  √   Compensation Curiosity 
“Mungkin saja,” kata Pooh.  
50.  “Sometimes it is, and sometimes it isn‟t.” √   Literal Curiosity 
“Bisa iya, bisa tidak.” 
51.  Tap, tap, tap, went the noise. √   Generalization Hard Work 
Terdengar suara Tap, tap, tap. 
52.  “I think it‟s someone knocking at the door,” said 
Piglet. 
√   Literal Curiosity 
“Ku pikir ada orang yang mengetuk pintu,” kata 
Piglet. 
53.  “Is that you, Tigger?” called Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Apa itu kamu, Tigger?” panggil Pooh. 
54.  But it wasn‟t. √   Literal Curiosity 
Tapi bukan. 
55.  “Come in, Rabbit!” he said. √   Literal Friendly and 
Communicative “Masuklah Rabbit!” katanya. 
56.  But Rabbit didn‟t. √   Reduction Curiosity 
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Tapi bukan. 
57.  “What if it‟s just someone with a little pot of 
honey for us?” asked Pooh. 
 √  Reduction Curiosity 
“Bagaimana kalau orang membawakan madu 
sepanci?” Tanya Pooh. 
58.  He started to open the door. √   Literal Responsibility 
Dia kemudian membuka pintu. 
59.  “No!” cried Piglet. √   Literal Discipline 
“Jangan!” rengek Piglet. 
60.  “What if it‟s someone we don‟t know? Remember 
what Christopher Robin said.” 
√   Literal Discipline 
“Bagaimana kalau itu orang yang tidak kita kenal? 
Ingatlah apa yang Christopher Robin katakan. 
61.  Piglet pushed a chair over to Pooh‟s window. √   Literal Creative 
Piglet mendorong kursi mendekati jendela. 
62.  He stood on tiptoe and peeked out. √   Literal Curiosity 
Dia berdiri menjinjit dan mengintip. 
63.  “It‟s a very strange animal,” cried Piglet, “with a √   Literal Honest 
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shiny yellow head and big round eyes!” 
“Itu hewan yang asing,” rengek Piglet, “dengan 
kepala kuning terang dan mata bulat besar!” 
64.  Pooh looked, too. √   Literal Curiosity 
Pooh pun menengok. 
65.  Bang, bang, bang. √   Borrowing Hard Work 
Bang, bang, bang. 
66.  The strange animal was hammering nails into a 
small board. 
√   Literal Hard Work 
Hewan asing memaku papan kecil. 
67.  Pooh started to giggle.  √  Literal Friendly and 
Communicative Pooh terkekeh. 
68.  “He certainly looks strange, but he‟s not a stranger. √   Literal Honest 
“Dia terlihat asing tapi sebenarnya tidak. 
69.  That‟s Gopher. √   Literal Honest 
Dia Ghopher. 
70.  I forget that I asked him to come over and fix my 
sign.” 
√   Literal Honest 
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Aku lupa bahwa aku memintanya datang dan 
membenahi papnku.” 
71.  “Is‟ssss all fixsssed,” whistled Gopher as Pooh 
opened the door. 
√   Literal Responsible 
“Sssudah bbbenaaar,” kata Gopher ketika Pooh 
membuka pintu. 
 
72.  “Thank you, Gopher,” said Pooh. √   Literal Appreciating 
“Terimakasih, Gopher,” kata Pooh. 
73.  “Won‟t you come in for a cup of tea?” √   Literal Friendly and 
communicative “Maukah kamu meminum secangkir the?” 
74.  “I could cccertainly ussse a sssip,” said Gopher, 
pulling off his hard hat and goggles and wiping his 
brow. 
  √ Reduction Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Aku mmmaau! 
75.  Pooh opened the door. √   Literal Discipline 
Pooh membuka pintu. 
76.  “Pooh, you really are a very clever bear,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal Appreciating 
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“Pooh, kamu adalah beruang yang sangat pintar,” 
kata Christopher Robin. 
77.  “I am?” asked Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Aku” Tanya Pooh. 
78.  “What did I do?”  √   Literal Curiosity 
“Apa yang kulakukan?” 
79.  “You‟ve learned another of the Stay-Safe Rules all 
by yourself,” said Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal Appreciating 
“Kamu sudah mempelajari aturan aman yang lain,” 
kata Cgristopher Robin. 
80.  “Always make sure you know the person at your 
door before you open it.” 
 √  Literal Discipline 
“Selalu tanyakan siapa yang ada dibalik pintu 
sebelum kamu membukanya.” 
81.  “I had a little help from my friend, Piglet,” said 
Pooh. 
√   Modulation Appreciating 
“Aku tahu sedikit dari temanku, Piglet,” kata Pooh. 
82.  Piglet smiled proudly. √   Literal Appreciating 
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Piglet tersenyum bangga. 
83.  Grandma gave me a bag of honey cookies to share 
with my friends,” said Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Nenek memberiku sekantong kue madu untuk 
dibagikan dengan teman-teman,” kata Christopher 
Robin. 
84.  “Jussst in time for tea,” said Gopher. √   Modulation Friendly and 
Communicative “Mmminum teh dulu,” kata Gopher. 
85.  “Mmmm,” said Piglet, “your grandma makes 
yummy cookies.” 
√   Modulation Aprreciating 
“Mmmm,” kata Piglet, “kuenya enak.” 
86.  “The best in the whole world,” said Christopher 
Robin. 
√   Literal Appreciating 
“Yang paling enak didunia,” kata Christopher 
Robin. 
87.  “Can we have more, tomorrow?” munched Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Kita bisa minta lagi besok?” kata Pooh sambil 
mengunyah. 
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88.  “Now that you know the Stay-Safe Rules,” said 
Christopher Robin, “you can come along to 
Grandma‟s house, and we can ask her together!” 
√   Literal Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Sekarang kamu sudah tahu aturan aman,” kata 
Christopher Robin, “kamu bisa ke rumah nenekku, 
kita mintasama-sama!” 
89.  CHRISTOPHER ROBIN‟S STAY-SAFE RULES √   Literal Discipline 
ATURAN AMAN CHRISTOPHER ROBIN 
90.  Don‟t talk to strangers. √   Literal Discipline 
Tidak berbicara pada orang asing. 
91.  Never open your door to a stranger. √   Literal Discipline 
Tidak membuka pintu kepada orang asing. 
92.  Never take a present from a stranger. √   Literal Discipline 
Tidak mengambil hadiah dari orang asing. 
93.  Never take a ride with a stranger. √   Literal Discipline 
Tidak bepergian dengan orang asing. 
94.  If a stranger does try to talk to you or touch you, 
yell “NO!” run away, and tell a grown-up you trust 
√   Reduction Discipline 
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as soon as you can. 
Jika orang asing mencoba berbicara padamu atau 
memegangmu, teriak “TIDAK” lalu berlarilah ke 
orang dewasa yang kamu percaya 
95.  And remember, if you‟re going somewhere, it‟s 
always friendlier and safer to go with someone you 
know. 
√   Reduction Discipline 
Ingat! Lebih baik bepergian dengan orang yang 
kamu kena, itu lebih ramah dan aman. 
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My Very First Winnie The Pooh 
Safe at Home With Pooh (Baik-baik dirumah dengan Pooh) 
Sarah Muktiati 
 
Datum Data Quality Technique 
 
Character 
Education 3 2 1 
1.  One fine day Winnie the Pooh and Piglet were 
sitting together in their Thoughtful Spot, and when 
they happened to look up, Christopher Robin was 
walking down the path. 
 √  Reduction 
 
Friendly 
Di hari yang cerah, Winnie The Pooh dan Piglet 
sedang duduk bersama di tempat yang tenang, 
kemudian datanglah Christopher Robin. 
2.  “Where are you going?” asked Pooh. √   Reduction Curiosity 
“Kamu mau kemana?” Tanya Pooh. 
3.  “To my grandma‟s house for supper,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal Communicative 
“Aku mau makan malam ke rumah nenek.” 
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4.  “You‟re going out of the Hundred-Acre Wood, b-by 
yourself?” asked Piglet. 
 √  Generalization Curiosity 
“Kamu lewat hutan lebat sendirian?” Tanya Piglet 
5.  “My mom and dad say I‟m big enough now,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal 
 
Responsibility 
“Ibu dan Ayah bilang aku sudah besar,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
6.  “I know I can do it.”  √  Modulation Independence 
“Aku berani.” 
7.  Piglet‟s ears twitched so hard he had to pull them to 
make them stop. 
  √ Reduction Hardworker 
Piglet bergetar keras sampai ia harus memeganginya 
8.  “Is-is it safe?” √   Literal Curiosity 
“Aman kah?” 
9.  “Sure,” said Christopher Robin, “and it feels great to 
go out on your own sometimes.” 
 √  Reduction Independence 
”Tentu saja,” kata Christopher Robin. “dan keren 
ketika kamu pergi sendirian.” 
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10.  “Not scary?” asked Piglet.  √  Amplification 
 
Curiosity 
“Kamu tidak takut?” tanya Piglet. 
11.  “It was a little at first,” said Christopher Robin. √   Amplification Honest 
“Awalnya sih takut sedikit,” kata Christopher Robin. 
12.  “But my mom wrote down the Stay-Safe Rules for 
me. 
√   Literal Responsibility 
“Tapi ibu selalu menuliskan aturan keselamatan 
untukku. 
13.  Once you know them, being your own isn‟t scary at 
all.” 
 √  Modulation Appreciating 
Kalau kalian tahu, kamu pasti tidak akan takut 
sendirian.” 
14.  “Can we learn the Stay-Safe Rules?” asked Pooh.  √  Variation Curiosity 
“Kita bisa nggak belajar aturan keselamatan?” Tanya 
Pooh.” 
15.  “Maybe you can, Pooh,” said Piglet √   Reduction 
 
Democratic 
“Mungkin, Pooh.” Kata Piglet 
16.  “but it‟s too hard for very small animal like me to  √  Literal Honest 
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stay safe.” 
“tapi hewan sepertiku sepertinya susah untuk 
selamat.” 
17.  “You are small,” Christopher Robin said, “but you 
can learn to stay safe, too. 
√   Literal 
 
Democratic 
“Kamu kecil,” kata Christopher Robin, “tapi kamu 
bisa belajar menyelamatkan diri. 
18.  The most important thing to remember is˗˗˗don‟t 
ever talk to strangers.” 
√   Reduction Discipline 
Hal yang paling penting adalah˗˗˗kamu tidak boleh 
berbicara dengan orang asing.” 
19.  “You mean people who look strange?” asked Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Maksudmu orang yang terlihat asing?” Tanya Pooh. 
20.  “Silly old bear,” said Christopher Robin, “a strangers 
is someone you don‟t know.” 
 √  Compensation Appreciating 
“Beruang yang lucu,” kata Christopher Robin, 
“orang asing maksudnya orang yang tidak kamu 
kenal.” 
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21.  “I do know Piglet,” said Pooh. √   Literal Honest 
Aku kenal Piglet,” kata Pooh. 
22.  “And Piglet knows me.” √   Literal Honest 
“Dan Piglet kenal aku.” 
23.  “Right,” said Christopher Robin, “and we all know 
Tigger, Owl, Rabbit, Gopher, Kanga, and Roo.” 
√   Literal Honest 
“Benar.” Kata Christopher Robin, “dan kita semua 
kenal Tigger, Owl, Rabbit, Gopher, Kanga, dan 
Roo.” 
24.  “And Eeyore,” said Piglet. √   Literal Honest 
“Dan Eeyore,” kata Piglet. 
25.  “And Eeyore,” added Christopher Robin quickly. √   Literal Honest 
“Dan Eeyore,” kata Christopher Robin dengan cepat. 
26.  “They are not strangers.” √   Literal Honest 
“Mereka bukanlah orang asing.” 
27.  “Why can‟t we talk to people we don‟t know?” 
asked Piglet. 
√   Literal Curiosity 
“Kenapa kita tidak boleh berbicara dengan orang 
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asing?” Tanya Piglet. 
28.  “Are they d-dangerous?”   √  Literal Curiosity 
“Mereka bahaya?” 
29.  “Outside the Hundred-Acre Wood there are many, 
many people,” said Christopher Robin. 
 √  Generalization 
 
Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Diluar sana, banyak orang, banyak sekali,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
30.  “Hundreds?” asked Pooh.  √  Literal Curiosity 
“Seratus?” Tanya Pooh. 
31.  “Thousands and thousand,” said Christopher Robin.   √ Generalization Friendly and 
Communicative “Beratus-ratus.” Kata Christopher Robin. 
32.  “Most strangers are nice.   √  Literal Honest 
“Kebanyakan dari orang asing adalah orang baik. 
33.  But a few aren‟t.”  √  Generalization Honest 
Tapi ada juga yang tidak. 
34.  “How can we tell who‟s not nice?” asked Pooh. √   Modulation Curiosity 
“Bagaimana kita tahu dia tidak baik?” 
35.  “We can‟t tell the difference between a good  √  Reduction Friendly and 
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stranger and a bad stranger just by looking,” said 
Christopher Robin, “so we should never talk to any 
strangers.” 
Communicative 
“Kita tidak tahu perbedaan antara orang asing yang 
baik dan yang tidak jika hanya melihat,” kata 
Christopher Robin. 
36.  “That doesn‟t sound very friendly,” said Pooh.  √  Reduction Friendly and 
Communicative “Tapi itu tidak ramah,” kata Pooh. 
37.  “You can always be friendly with your friends,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
 √  Literal Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Kamu bisa selalu ramah kepada teman-temanmu,” 
kata Christopher Robin. 
38.  “It‟s nice to be friendly with friends,” smiled Piglet.  √  Variation Friendly and 
Communicative “Baik tahu kalau kita ramah kepada semua teman 
kita.” Piglet tersenyum. 
39.  “Yes,” said Christopher Robin. √   Literal Friendly and 
Communicative “Iya,” kata Christopher Robin. 
40.  “But you should never be friendly with strangers.”  √      Literal Discipline 
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“tapi kamu tak perlu ramah pada semua orang 
asing.” 
41.  “Never….,” muttered Pooh thoughtfully. √   Reduction Discipline 
“Jangan pernah…,” komat Pooh. 
42.  “We can talk more later,” said Christopher Robin, 
hurrying off. 
 √  Variation Discipline 
“Cukup dulu ya!” kata Robin cepat. 
43.  “I don‟t want to be late for supper!” √   Literal Discipline 
“Aku tak mau telat makan malam.” 
44.  Well, the word “supper” reminded Pooh that he did 
not want to be late for his supper, either, so he 
invited Piglet over for honey and haycorns. 
 √  Reduction Friendly and 
Communicative 
Lalu kata “makan malam” mengingatkan Pooh untuk 
tidak telat makan malam juga, ia lalu mengajak 
Piglet untuk minum madu dan jagung manis. 
45.  Pooh was just beginning his third pot of honey when 
Piglet looked up suddenly and listened. 
 √  Literal Friendly and 
Communicative 
Pooh sedang meminum gelas ketiganya yang berisi 
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madu lalu Piglet tiba-tiba melihat dan mendengar 
sesuatu. 
46.  “W-what was that?” asked Piglet. √   Literal Curiosity 
“A-apa itu?” tanyanya. 
47.  “That‟s exactly what I was wondering,” said Pooh.  √  Reduction Curiosity 
“Aku pun bertanya-tanya.” Kata Pooh. 
48.  Oh, Pooh,” said Piglet, “do you think it‟s a-a… a 
stranger?” 
√   Modulation Curiosity 
“Oh, Pooh,” kata Piglet. “Mungkinkah itu o-o-orang 
asing?” 
49.  “It may be,” said Pooh.  √   Compensation Curiosity 
“Mungkin saja,” kata Pooh.  
50.  “Sometimes it is, and sometimes it isn‟t.”  √  Literal Curiosity 
“Bisa iya, bisa tidak.” 
51.  Tap, tap, tap, went the noise. √   Transposition Hardwork 
Terdengar suara Tap, tap, tap. 
52.  “I think it‟s someone knocking at the door,” said 
Piglet. 
√   Literal Curiosity 
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“Ku piker ada orang yang mengetuk pintu,” kata 
Piglet. 
53.  “Is that you, Tigger?” called Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Apa itu kamu, Tigger?” panggil Pooh. 
54.  But it wasn‟t. √   Literal Curiosity 
Tapi bukan. 
55.  “Come in, Rabbit!” he said. √   Literal Friendly and 
Communicative “Masuklah Rabbit!” katanya. 
56.  But Rabbit didn‟t.  √  Reduction Curiosity 
Tapi bukan. 
57.  “What if it‟s just someone with a little pot of honey 
for us?” asked Pooh. 
  √ Reduction Curiosity 
“Bagaimana kalau orang membawakan madu 
sepanci?” Tanya Pooh. 
58.  He started to open the door. √   Literal Responsibility 
Dia kemudian membuka pintu. 
59.  “No!” cried Piglet. √   Literal Discipline 
“Jangan!” rengek Piglet. 
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60.  “What if it‟s someone we don‟t know? Remember 
what Christopher Robin said.” 
√   Literal Discipline 
“Bagaimana kalau itu orang yang tidak kita kenal? 
Ingatlah apa yang Christopher Robin katakan. 
61.  Piglet pushed a chair over to Pooh‟s window.  √  Literal Creative 
Piglet mendorong kursi mendekati jendela. 
62.  He stood on tiptoe and peeked out. √   Literal Curiosity 
Dia berdiri menjinjit dan mengintip. 
63.  “It‟s a very strange animal,” cried Piglet, “with a 
shiny yellow head and big round eyes!” 
√   Literal Honest 
“Itu hewan yang asing,” rengek Piglet,  “dengan 
kepala kuning terang dan mata bulat besar!” 
64.  Pooh looked, too. √   Literal Curiosity 
Pooh pun menengok. 
65.  Bang, bang, bang. √   Borrowing Hard Worker 
Bang, bang, bang. 
66.  The strange animal was hammering nails into a 
small board. 
√   Literal Hard Worker 
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Hewan asing memaku papan kecil. 
67.  Pooh started to giggle.  √  Literal Friendly and 
Communicative Pooh terkekeh. 
68.  “He certainly looks strange, but he‟s not a stranger.  √  Literal Honest 
“Dia terlihat asing tapi sebenarnya tidak. 
69.  That‟s Gopher. √   Literal Honest 
Dia Ghopher. 
70.  I forget that I asked him to come over and fix my 
sign.” 
√   Literal Honest 
Aku lupa bahwa aku memintanya datang dan 
membenahi papnku.” 
71.  “Is‟ssss all fixsssed,” whistled Gopher as Pooh 
opened the door. 
 √  Literal 
 
Responsible 
“Sssudah bbbenaaar,” kata Gopher ketika Pooh 
membuka pintu. 
 
72.  “Thank you, Gopher,” said Pooh. √   Literal Appreciating 
“Terimakasih, Gopher,” kata Pooh. 
73.  “Won‟t you come in for a cup of tea?” √   Literal Friendly and 
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“Maukah kamu meminum secangkir the?” Communicative 
74.  “I could cccertainly ussse a sssip,” said Gopher, 
pulling off his hard hat and goggles and wiping his 
brow. 
  √ Reduction Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Aku mmmaau! 
75.  Pooh opened the door. √   Literal Discipline 
Pooh membuka pintu. 
76.  “Pooh, you really are a very clever bear,” said 
Christopher Robin. 
√    
Literal 
Appreciating 
“Pooh, kamu adalah beruang yang sangat pintar,” 
kata Christopher Robin. 
77.  “I am?” asked Pooh. √   Literal Curiosity 
“Aku” Tanya Pooh. 
78.  “What did I do?”  √   Literal Curiosity 
“Apa yang kulakukan?” 
79.  “You‟ve learned another of the Stay-Safe Rules all 
by yourself,” said Christopher Robin. 
 √  Literal Appreciating 
“Kamu sudah mempelajari aturan aman yang lain,” 
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kata Cgristopher Robin. 
80.  “Always make sure you know the person at your 
door before you open it.” 
 √  Literal Discipline 
“Selalu tanyakan siapa yang ada dibalik pintu 
sebelum kamu membukanya.” 
81.  “I had a little help from my friend, Piglet,” said 
Pooh. 
  √ Modulation Appreciating 
“Aku tahu dsedikit dari temanku, Piglet,” kata Pooh. 
82.  Piglet smiled proudly. √   Literal Appreciating 
Piglet tersenyum bangga. 
83.  Grandma gave me a bag of honey cookies to share 
with my friends,” said Christopher Robin. 
√   Literal Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Nenek memberiku sekantong kue madu untuk 
dibagikan dengan teman-teman,” kata Christopher 
Robin. 
84.  “Jussst in time for tea,” said Gopher.  √  Modulation Friendly and 
Communicative “Mmminum teh dulu,” kata Gopher. 
85.  “Mmmm,” said Piglet, “your grandma makes  √  Modulation Appreciating 
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yummy cookies.” 
“Mmmm,” kata Piglet, “kuenya enak.” 
86.  “The best in the whole world,” said Christopher 
Robin. 
√   Literal Appreciating 
“Yang paling enak didunia,” kata Christopher Robin. 
87.  “Can we have more, tomorrow?” munched Pooh.  √  Literal Curiosity 
“Kita bisa minta lagi besok?” kata Pooh sambil 
mengunyah. 
88.  “Now that you know the Stay-Safe Rules,” said 
Christopher Robin, “you can come along to 
Grandma‟s house, and we can ask her together!” 
 √   
Literal 
Friendly and 
Communicative 
“Sekarang kamu sudah tahu aturan aman,” kata 
Christopher Robin, “kamu bisa ke rumah nenekku, 
kita mintasama-sama!” 
89.  CHRISTOPHER ROBIN‟S STAY-SAFE RULES √   Literal Discipline 
ATURAN AMAN CHRISTOPHER ROBIN 
90.  Don‟t talk to strangers. √   Literal Discipline 
Tidak berbicara pada orang asing. 
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91.  Never open your door to a stranger. √   Literal Discipline 
Tidak membuka pintu kepada orang asing. 
92.  Never take a present from a stranger. √   Literal Discipline 
Tidak mengambil hadiah dari orang asing. 
93.  Never take a ride with a stranger. √   Literal Discipline 
Tidak bepergian dengan orang asing. 
94.  If a stranger does try to talk to you or touch you, yell 
“NO!” run away, and tell a grown-up you trust as 
soon as you can. 
√   Reduction Discipline 
Jika orang asing mencoba berbicara padamu atau 
memegangmu, teriak “TIDAK” lalu berlarilah ke 
orang dewasa yang kamu percaya 
95.  And remember, if you‟re going somewhere, it‟s 
always friendlier and safer to go with someone you 
know. 
√   Reduction Discipline 
Ingat! Lebih baik bepergian dengan orang yang 
kamu kena, itu lebih ramah dan aman. 
 
 
